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AiiSThACTLI ~Culminatin~g severaL yearn of research on thc problem of rescue atter
nuclear attack, thin study reviews p-st work and presents a preliminay'

Sdesign of a general rescue system. In this system, the population would be
dormant during the noncriais period, but would be aroused at the earliest
.1igB of a crisis, to prepare for attack and to carry out p-ostattzck rescue
operations u-nder recognized local leaders, In each urban area, this leasder-
ship would be provided by a small group or cadre drawing upon neighborhood
leadershlp through an inactive reserve of citizen organizatlon7, The cadre
would supply the continuing readiness in peacetime under the rpidance of the
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PREFACE

This study is the culmination of several years of research on the
problem of rescue after nuclear attack, for the Office of Civi Defense,
Washington, D.C., throuh tho U.S. Naval Radtological Defense Laboratory,
San Francisco, Caifornia. To provide an intugrated view over the re-
search, the follolinj pages discuss both the rust recent effort and the
previoua work of Lacy Thomas, Robert K, Moister, and John L. Crain. Val-
uable contributions were also made by Charles D. Bgolow and Shirley R.
Reld.
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I I NThDUCTI0OI

Back4round

8tudy of Civil Defense Rescue started at SRI In late 1943, Pha#e Is

of this research *as devoted to problem formulation in terms of the eag-
nitude and character of the rescue pr-oblem. Phase Ib, started in early
1H5, supplemented the earlier work by filling in and improving certain

aspects of the problem description, Phase II began in 1946 and was essen-

tially concerned with reformulating the rescue problem and arriving at a
preliminary design of the rescue system, The reason for this evolution of
Ideas was that great diff•culties had to be resolved,

YLirat, the Phase I studies yielded discouraging central result&. Unider
some postulated conditions of nuclear warfare, rescue re-quir-•e•nts appeared

to be overwhelminog--in a single urban area, tens of thousands of survivors
could need one or more for•s of rescue, Second, because of fire or fallo.t
devulorient or both, most of these rescues might have to be completed *ithim .
20 or 30 minutes. Under these and other extreme constraints, it did not
seem credible to p-ostulate either the mammoth rescue or-ganization that
seemed to be needed, or the maintenance of thi, organization In constantt
preattack readiness over . pzi.lofged time period.

However, at the conclusion of Phase I, the research team began to de-
velop a new concept on which to bane a rescue system design. T'his involved_
an organization using both a paid cadre and citizen volunteers in a joint
arrangement, The design concept relied heavily on massive organizational
buildup of forces in times of ne-ed,

Thus, the objectives of the Phase II r•search focused on certain
fundamental questions nccernirng thv availability and allocation cf man-
power resources.

Objyctives and Scope of Phase II Research

The obJectives of the Phase II research were to:

I. Delineate the required rescue tasks, using the broad definition
of rescue fror Phase I, and evaluate the prmbable forces available
for accomplishment of these tasks.

2, Compare the requirements of rescue tasks and forces with the re-
quirements of other necessary tasks and forces (such as police and
fire control) in a postattack environment.



3. Examine selected organizations (including, but not limited

to, police, fire, and public works) in one or more of the

cities in the Five City Study to determine their probable

support capability for building and maintaining a rescue

system and operating it in the conditions postulated in

the Five City Study.

During the Phase II work, the research team developed greater con-

fidence in the design concept and decided that this concept should be

delineated in considerable detail. This was not originally contemplated

in Lhe Phase II study, but was necessary as a framework within which to

fit the problem of rescue manpower. Hence, the development of the design

concept is still, in an overall sense, a manpower requirement study.

The research that was conducted included an analysis of manpower
availability in urban areas, a recapitulation and final development of

the rescue problem and its requirements, a description of the rescue
system design, and a testing of its organizational aspects relative to
a city (San Jose).

Method of Approach

The initial task was a survey of manpower availability, conducted in
three steps: compare the magnitude and makeup of the staffs of city govern-
ments with rescue manpower requirements; measure the total manpower avail-
able in selected groups of citizens (e.g., VFW, Lions, Construction Workers);
and study the distribution of this manpower relative to city size and
geographic region.

Concurrently, a thorough recapitulation was made of both past and new
research findings on the nature of the problem. These were synthesized
into four fundamental assumptions and 14 design criteria.

Next, the manpower survey data were analyzed and the organizational
aspects of the system were developed. This work included the development
of suggested roles for various city government departments and of a mech-
anism for using volunteer leadership.

With the use of the design criteria, the total rescue system was

then developed in terms of system elements (organization, missions, equip-
ment, training, etc.).

The final step was to test the organizational aspects of the system
against data on the city of San Jose. The city's geography, population,

employees, and other resources were studied relative to the rescue system
design. This comparative analysis provided a practical check on the
feasibility of the rescue system organization.



II SLWAARY

Revlew of Outputs of the Total Program

Since this report represents the culmination of several years of re-
search applied to a cenrtal problem area--civil defense rescue--the eajor
,-outputs of this prograa of rescue problem analysis are given below.

Classification and Estimation of Survivors Relative to Rescue

An initial major output of the prograr was a procedure for separating

survivors intc categories meaningful to rescue analysis. These categories
are: Killed Immediately, Trapped, Seriously (Nontmbulatory) Injured, Am-
bulatory Injured, and Uninjured. The standard mortality curves used in OCD
damage assessment analysis were reconstructed to provide estimates of the
nuimbers of survivors in each of these categories relative to various post-
attack environments.

Problem Formulation

With these new classifying and estimating techniques, attack analyqes
a6ere peiformed to determine how many survivors would be expected in each
po-ictack environment, how much work would be required to accomplish their
.- 'uu, how much time was available for rescue work, and how the answers to
all these questions varied with different attacks,

This work led to a new conception of the magnitude and the nature of
the problem. The problem was seen for the first time as having two unre-
latedc parts. First, there would be an immediate rescue problem--the move-
rent, care, and protection of masses of injured, uninjured, and lightly
trapped survivors under immediate thLreat of fire and fallout. Later, there
6ould be a reentry rescue problem--the returning to tfle damaged areas, after
the danger from fires diminished, tc search out and release any survivors who
had been trapped in the debris. This picture led thinking away from the
medium and heavy rescue work and identified, as a higher priority concern,
the immediate rescue problem that involved a much larger number of people.
From t:1is new orientation, a new set of priorities was developed, and a
different view emerged of the kind of civil defense rosponse needed.

Corputerized Analysis Techniques

To solidify and verify this problem formulation, the classifictlch and,
mcarement techniques were programmed for computer. This alloweo, vitrin

, 3
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the work scope of a related contract,* simulation of eight attacks on four

cities, This attack framework provided, in turn, as an input to the Rescue

Problem Analysis Pro-gram, a statistical analysis of the variation in the

"-rescue probles puramters over a broad range of attack conditions.

4hermal Analysis

During the development of the new computer damage assessment programs,
an analysis of the thermal threat was performed by Robert K. Meister, His
analysis provided a workable method of estimating the changing fire threat
over time as a constraint oi pobtattack operations, This work has been used
extensively by others who hive done studies for the OCD Research and Plans
and Operations Directorates.

Manpower Analysls

An extensive survey was conducted by Lacy G. Thomas of potential man-
power resources available within city governments and within local citizens
groups This survey, published as a supplement to this report, shows clearly
that the numbers of city employees are too small to man an effective rescue
system, and certainly cannot effectively man a total CD postattack system.

These extensive survey data have been a major influence on directions taken
within the Emergency Operating System Development Project. Chapter V deals
'ith manpower In detail.

System Design

The final outcome of the research program was a set of design criteria
and a design concept. These are presented as Chapters III and IV of this
report. The criterý- are a synop.ic summary of all of the past research
findings concerning the nature of the problem. A summary table of the
criteria is presented on the following page. The design concept is a set
of system elements organized into a system satisfying the design criteria.

Phase II Research Findings

Design Concept

One design concept that realistically satisfies all of the design cri-
teria (see summary table) is a system based on crisis-activation rather than
attack-activation. The concept is described within the report as a sleeping
giant' concept and has been termed the General Rescue System.

See R, K. eister, "Damage Assessment Analysis." Stanford Research

In~tititc, QCD-PS-65-C2, December 1965.
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S .. . . . . .xm~ary-Table .

DESIGN CRITERIA

No. Criteria Short Title

1 System must not require prolonged readiness of No prolonged
large citizen forces because of the obvious poten- readiness
tial for deterloration of interest and effort

2 Management and leadership manpower requirements are Too fvew city ea-
greater than tre numuter of available municipal em- ployeus
ployees

3 Rescue should be defined as broadest popsible mJi- Broad rescue def-
tipurpose task inition

4 Rescue has no natural parent organization, and Parent organiza-
system design must circumvent this tion problem

5 System must cope with two entirely different Duality of the
problems--immediate rescue and reentry rescue rescue problem

6 System must respond for immediate rescue under very Extreme time con-
extreme time constraints straints

7 The manpower requirements for rescue represent such Unlimited man-
a large percentage of the total society that they power require-
should be considered as unlimited ments

8 The system must be founded on an organizational Regional govern-
theory that recognizes the regional government ment problem
problem

9 Only minimum training is necessary Minimum training
requirements

10 Equipment need9 are minimal for immediate rescue, Minimum equip-
and reentry rescue requires no equipment not ment needs
available in urban areas

11 The rescue system must not be dependent on avail- Relationship to
ability of public shelter NFSS

12 System should cope with escape from low level Rescue from fall-
fallout out

13 In times of massive disaster, _Dople are passive Survivors will
and susceptible to leadership if it is cleor to follow leaders
them that there is a plan and that competent
leadership exists

14 Because of the range of postatcack conditions, Flexible tactics
command,'control of any rescue system must be highly
flexible.

.[ I



Zn the General Rescue System, only a relative handful-of people-"some-
key employees of city governments throughout the country--would keep alert
and ready with rescue plans for nuclear attack. This small group, called
the "Paid cadre," or active reserve, would function in peacetime (noncrisis
period) "der the #rneral guitainoe of the Office of Civil Defense, and would
always be in a good state of readiness.

The cadre would have, in additiom, approxiaately 5 percent of the total
population organised to prvvyid citizen leadership for rescue and act as
an extension to the defense capability of the city governments during a nu-
clear crisis or natural disasler, These persons, termed citizen leaders or
inactive reservists, would be maintained at a minimum level of readiness,
This would avoid the problem of deterioration of interest over a prolonged
period. 7he remainder of the citizenry would be no more prepared for a nu-
clear attack than they are today.

However, extensive and detailed plans would be developed by local CD
directors for the mobilization and use of all relevant resources of the
conuni ty. DMring periods of cold war crisis, the system would be activated
and quickly brought to a high level of readiness. This would be possible
because of preplanning--resources would have been identified, OCD-cadre-
citizen group agreements would have been negotiated, a long term cadre would
have been trained, and citizen reservists would have been identified and pre-
indoctrinated,

Under preplanning, the total community would have been divided into
small operating units containing about 150 families each. The reservists
would work at this level to organize the total citizenry.

With this kind of careful preparation, it is hoped that this massive
organization, this sleeping giant, existing essentially on paper only, could
be awakened in times of international crisis and could quickly become a total
community force ready to rescue itself from the hazards of nuclear attack.

Findings Relative to Study Objectives

In brief terms, the three study objectives were to (1) evaluate the
available manpower, (2) allocate this manpower between rescue and other CD
operations, and (3) determine which city department might best lead a rescue
system.

These objectives have become so inter-woven within the research that it

is best to summarize the research findings relative to all three in a single
discussion. Wureover, the key topics of interest divide themselves nartrallv
into manpower evaluations according to (1) command function (numbers and
types of leaders needed) and (2) nature of the rescue work (immediate rescue
versus reentry rescue),

6



Command F-nction--Imdiate Re6cue. From a review of the manpower
availability of city employees, it was concluded that these people were In-
sufficient in numbers to provide more than the top level leadership or Comr-
mand post operation during the immediate rescue phase, For this conoaand
function, the number of city employees required would be small. The command
pout function would be necessary to exercise overall control of the reservist
leaders who would supervise the citizenp at the operating unit level. it is
suggested that the supervisory personnel of the fire departaents, supported
by their counterparts in the police department, provide this field c¢ and,
This places command under recognized, trained authorities.

At the lower level of leadership (inactive reservists), the memberships
of national veteran, fraternal, and service organizations seem large enough
to satisfy manpower requirements for leadership of the citizen forces. How-
ever, there are serious problems concerning the geographical distrlbution of
these reservists. They tend to live in middle and higher income urban areass
and are usually not found In minority group areas. Since the General Rescue
System is based on the concept of local leaders in their own residential are"y,
the filling of these vacancies needs further investigation, if an additional
planning burden is not to be placed on the local CD director, Chapters V and
VI present more detailed information regarding manpower distribution in urban
areas .

Comand Function--Reentry Rescue. During the reentry period, the city
employees could and should provide on-the-scene leadership for the reentry
operations, but would need the reservists to provide leadership for the in-
dividual operating units. The same overall command would be exercised by
the fire and police departments as in the immediate rescue period, but the 7
more direct command would have to come from other municipal departments.
The reason is that fire and police personnel are insufficient in numbers for
direct leadership. Fire control personnel number from 8 to 15 per 10,000
population, and police personnel number from 12 to 25, and they would also
have other duties, such as fire control and movement control, to perform
in the reentry period,

On review of the available manpower of city employees, It is suggested
that sufficient manpower exists in the Public Works and the Parks and Rec-
reation Departments. This grouping should also include all workers from
Public Works related departments such as Building Inspection, Sewage, San-
itation, and Water Control. This grouping could represent from 20 to 40
city employees per 10,000 residents and should be sufficient to manage tad
lead the reentry rescue iork.

What has been said of the veteran, fraternal, and service clubs for
the immediate rescue period will also be true for the reentry period. ix-
cept for possibly filling gaps in reservist leadership in the lower income
areas, these civic clubs Nould be adequate from a manpower standpoint,

7
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NLrtr txtea"slo of te Iroad Definition of Roescue. It has-been con-
cluet In previos research that the broadest possible definition of rescue
was desirable. The changimng caracter of the rescue problem with varying
attack oonditions warns against installing a large force capable of only a
n~arrow mission; that mission may prove Infeasible or of low priority. The
General Rescue System extends this concept further. This uystem, after it
has been activated, represents a mechanism for organizing the total citizenry
for civil defense rescue. Since preparation for rescue Is only one activity
neede•d, there is no reason to limit this organization to that singla function.
It is Dost log-ical to extend the concept to a varlety of preattack missions--
the bullding of exedient shelters, fire prevention, hardening shelters,
propositioning equipment, and others.

With this concept of extension of missions beyond the rescue function,
the General Rescue System concept appears highly attractive from the stand-
point of cost-effectiveness and an overall civil defense system.

Juzure Research

The researchers reconend that future effort In the rescue research
pogr*am should not be continued along the lines of the past. We feel that
the prblem analysis research phase has reached a natural ending. It is time
for OCD to accept or reject the basic system concepts developed under this
research program. If accepted, programs should be developed to test and
refine, and possibly integrate and implement the system,

I
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III DESIGN BASIS AND CONCEPT

Broad Definition of Rescue

The conventional definition of rescue is:

to (1) locate and extricate persons trapped in damaged
buildings, shelters, vehicles, and other enclosures, or from
radiologically contamfinated areas, giving first aid during
rescue and removing or arranging for removal of persons to
safety, and (2) recover critical supplies, materials, and
e-quipment from scenes of rescue activity.'

Tlits definition summons a picture of men in hardhats working in debris
with shovels, cranes, and ropes.

On the other hand, a mnaor early conclusion ot the SRI studies con-
cerning rescue was that a very great proportion of the rescue problem had
little to do with this picture. The major rescue task would concern un-
trapped or lightly trapped survivors, probably injured and nec-ding to
ascapa fire and fallout hazards. This suggests that a major aspect of
rescue is a sweeping operation, herding and carrying multitudes of people
out of burning rubble.

It was generally concluded that heavy rescue, such as digging into
debris covered basements, would be a second priority mission conducted
later, after the mass fires had dwindled. Under many conditions, heavy
rescue would not be attemptbd. Thus, the research nas been based on a
very broad definition of rescue developed in Phase I&. Later work has
not changed the appropriateness of this definition:

Civil Defense rescue is that organized activity that provides
for, directs, or in any way facilitates the release and es-
cape from a critically hazardous environwent of rurvivors in
the open, in buildings, or in shelter who cannot ensure their
own survival; or that provides necessary supplies until such
time as escape from the hazardous environment becomes pos-
sible."

This broad definition of rescue, when coupled with the relative pay-
off of various lifesaving missions, has led us to design a rescue system

• Rescue Skills and Tecnniques," FC-E-ll.1, Office of Civil Defense,
Washington, D.C. , December 1963.

,• J.L. Crain and Charles D. Bigelow, Civil Defense Rescue Requirements
Following a Nuclear Attack, 0CD-PS-64-53, N•RDL, Working Paper, Stanford
Pesearch Institute, SRI Project No. IMW-4727, February 1965.
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"Wilpsung a set of rescue operations very different from the conventional

Princeipal Refernoas

four aajor references arc used as the framework for system devulop-
miaet. Key concepts and terminology are drawn from these references and
u-sed extensively. Because of this, these sources axe referred to peri-
odically tbrovgbout this report as reference. R1 through R4, as listed

Reference
Xwmber Report

R1 A Provisionial Concept of Emergency Operations Under
Nuclear Attack, Walmer E, Strope, GCD, November 10,

R2 Area Wide Shelter Systems, Richard I. Condit, SRI,
Contract OCD-08-63-149.

R3a Civil Defense Rescue Requirements following a Nu-
clear Attack, Contract OCD-PS-64-55, John L. Crain
and Charles D, Bigelow, SRI, February 1965.

R3b Supplemental Analvsis - Civil Defense Rescue, Con-
tract OCD-PS-64-6,, John L. Crain, et al., SRI,
August 1965,

R3c Working Papter on Civil Defense Rescue--Analytical
Report, Contract OCD-PS-65-62, John L. Crain,
Robert K. Meister, Lacy G, Thomas, SRI, August 1965.

R3d Damage Assessment Analysis, Contract OCD-PS-65-62,
Robert K. Meister, SRI, December 1965.

R4 Intergovernmental Civil Defense Organization and
Programs, DIepartment of Urban Studies, National
League of Cities, April 1965.

Strope Paper--Ri

We consider this paper to be s major breakthrough in realistic
conception of operations planning. The CD system framework developed in
the Strope paper is a necessary backdrop to the rescue system designed
herein-

10
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Several co•cepta art* borroed from this paper. 0ne ij the eowept
of division of a metropolis into Oas (Opratine g Areas), This, for the

Sfirst t me, e*atablisbe a- politicslly feaslble fromework for developing
required planning across municipal boundartee, As set down by Strops,
an operating ares abould be defined as a reasonably sizas, soially
coherent sector of the csolunity that is generally capable of self-
directio", Examples are a complete city, a se•tor of a city, a military
reservation, and a large Industrial complex. The OA is the basic unit
for civil defense planning,

A second extraction is the toekinology used to distinluiebt gseo4lpri-
cal mectors relative to postattack damage. Theme are listed in Tible I
and are self-explanatory.

Table 1

TERMINOLICY USED FOR VAR ICJS =OSTTFACK INVIXRWNUS

situation Name -Blar Est u.. Mass Fire Fallout Radiation

1. FALLOT RED Not significant None Dengero4s--dose rate
>50 r/br (exposure in

the open means Injury or
death within a abort
time)

2. FALLDUL YELLO Not significant None Significant--dose rate
frco 0.5 r/br to 50 r/hr

3. IPACT RED Many structures Severe, un- Not significant--dose
on fire and/or controllable rate <0,5 r/hr
streets impassable
from debris

4. IMACT YELLOW Scattered fires Scattered, Not significant--dose
and/or streets pas- controllable rate <0.5 r/hr
sable with minor
clearance

5. ¢0i0 RED Situation 1 plus 31 Any of theme
Situation 2 plus 3j
Situation I plus 4: combinations

6. CNM YELL0' Situation 2 plus 4

7. FREE Not significant None Not significant--dose
rate <0.5 r/hr

Note: Damage categories for a given area may change over tine to reflect
fallout decay and changes in the fire situation.

Source: SRI recapitulation of materials in reference Ri.
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Goecit study-U

Sprincipal contribution of this study is its realistic treatment
of resources. It shows that there is a variety of CD responses that can
be made to a nuclear attack, particularly when there is at least a short
period of time for the coiunity to prepare itself, The study also shows
the variety of alternatives to designated public fallout shelters that
aro not ideal but definitely provide son protection, This broad approach
twa•rd resources and countermeasures is adopted in this study of rescue.

SRI Reports on Rescue Research--R3(a, b, c, d)

The third major area of referenced research is the background of
work done by !RI on the rescue question. This comprises the four major
studies referenced above plus continued involvement with the probleR in
other CD studies. The fourth study, R3d, contains damA&e assesarbnts
concerning eight hypothetical attacks on four cities, and uses tne de-
tailed coaputerized assessment proceodurns developod within the rescue
research studies,

NL.C, Study--R4

This study is an equally significant reference because it provides
a comorehensive understanding of the relationship between CD planning and
the problem of multiple governments within a metropolitan region. A de-
tailed appreciation of the "regional government" problem is mand.tory if
the system design concept developed herein is to be applied in a politi-
cally feasible manner.

Design Basis--Assuiptions and Criteria

The basis for the system design developed in this report can be
separated into design assumptions and deigrn criteria. The former per-
tain to fundamental unsolved problems that underlie almost all of civil
defense oprations planning. The rescue system designed in this stud',
is contingent on certain assumed answers to these problems, The latter
pertains to fundamental problems of civil defense rescue and firm cri-
teria developed in research.

Design Assumptions

Design assumptions were made concerning one preattack condition and
three postattack conditions. The preattack condition assumed was that
the crisis would be extended enough to allow for escalation planning.
The three postattack conditions assumed concerned endpoint3 or places of
destination for rescue efforts, the fallout problem, and the question of
risks to rescue personnel.

A
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- scalAtion Plannig

The system desirned is totally dependent on a preattack escalation
pattern--the nuclear war is preceded by a discernible rise in interna-
tional tension. The General Rescue System requires several days And
preferably two wewka for mobilisation. The fact that wars are Dreceded
b" discernible crisis conditions can probably be developed but has not
been attempted here. Thus, it is included as an assuption,

The Evdpoint Problem

The objective of£ aerscue system is to rescue attack survivo)rs from
hazardous environmients and to facilitate their movement to relatively
safe aresa. If the rescued person is injured, then there will b* the ad-
ditional purpose of moving him to where his injuries can be treated.

In prvvious civil defense rescue, the "endpoint" of operations, the
areas to which survivors from blast/fire areas should move, has not been
well defined. It is often implied tnat public shelters must be the re-
posito-ries for such refugees. However, this does not seem realistic since
public shelters would usually be filled to capacity prior to attack.
Hence, survivors from blast/fire areas would find no space available for
them, and also would not find facilities for needed medical treatment at
shelters.

It is assumed in this analysis that endpoints for movements would
exist and would be worthy of being reached, These would be, on occa-
sions, peripheral puolic shelters located outside thi IMPACT RED areas,
or more likely, in FREE zones. It is further assumed that the total CD
operational system is capable of providing overall strategy of movement,
directing movements and supplying sufficient support at the endpoints to
make movements worth*hile.

The Fallout Problem

No practical method has ever been devised for conducting operations
in unsheltered fallout areas, It is possible to postulate massive attacks
that create FALL4T RED conditions over entire urban areas. This blanket
fallout condition could develop within hours of the first attack. Unless

sufficient fallout shelter existed to quickly accommodate a reasonable num-
ber of the survivors from IMPACT AREAS, any operational concept of an or-
ganized rescue force would be infeasiole.

It is easy to hypothesize such extreme conditions; a number of the
standard simulated attacks show these blanket conditions. However, it
is assumed in this analysis tliat If an attack on the continental United
States occurred, the probability of such extreme conditions occurring is
sufficiintly less than 1,0 to justify rescue planning. Thus, it is

i3 ,
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J' asuMed that many cities wo-ld ihave leis than blanket fallout conditions,
and thers would be c:ne to reach peripheial safe endtnvnts.

Risks of Further Attack

It is a•gued in refeerraca Rd thar, a radel rif uncertainty might
exist as to the likelihood of furtier attac-ks. Consaquently, since there

is great uncartainty in conducting operatiops such at rescue in a success-
ful sanner it can be argued that tho-se not in danger should not be risked
in attempting to save others. The result :cgh: be a fruitless loss of
surviving able-bodied mer and women,

It is not within the scope of thii aralisis to develop the necessary
risk analysos relative to these uncertainties. However, it is assumed
that such risk analysis will be conducted and methods of control will be
used in the field to tactically account for such risks.

'eig~n Criteria

A first attempt was made ac establishing system crireria in reference
R3b. These criteria have been broadened and modified and arc. discussed
below. The criteria are summarized in Table 2.

No Prolonged Readiness

A central problem in rescue planning is that durtog an em' rgency, a
very large force would be needed. He'*ever, until the emergency occurred,
tne:e would by nothing for the force to dc except train. Assuming hat
the force '•ould be largely comprisE- ,± volunteers, this conition 'cold
tend to cause dzeterioration of tAc force as people lost interest.

Refercnce R3a describes th., detercorati(.,n of a force standing and
waiting fr a task that may neve: come; a, countermeasure aiapn~t such
deteriorarton, R3a urges identification o: the force wIith pe=,tetime dis-
aster. Unfortunately, u'irther research has inicat~d that peacetiom o-,r
natural disasters are inao qitiae tc maintain even a small part of the
-mergeocv rescue force in moast comm'.:nitiec. Natural disasters oc enougýh
magnitude to inv~lve more than the city's public safoty departments are
generally infrequent. Between 1953 and 1961, a rajorr.x of the states
(28) experi.enced less than two' ma c disasters each (total 49) which

qualified for federal assistance through Public Law ,7-T:.-

; Taken from the su.mmary -f declireo major disaster-a, 1933-1964, preseorted

in the Associated General Contractors of America Dooklet, PlAN EUIS-
F •)OXZf, A Prograr for Disa ter Relict in Your Qj:,r.
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DESIGN CRITERIA

No. _rrteria Short Title

I System must not requize prolonged readiness of No prolonged
large cztizen forces bacause of the obvious poten- readiness I
tial for deterioration of interest And effort

2 Management and leadership manpower requirements are Too few citt ok-
greater than the number of available municipal e*- pfltyees
ployees

3 Rescue should be defined as broadest possible mul- Broad rescue def-
tipurpose task iltion

4 Rescue has no natural parent org-ni.2tLion, and Parent organiza-
system design muot circumvent this tion problem

5 System must cope with two entirelY different Duality of the
problems--im~ediate rescue and reentry rescue rescue problem

6 System must respond for imediate rescue under very Extreme time con-

extreme time constraints straints

7 The manpower requirements for rescuo represent such Unlimited man-
a large pvrc-ntage 'I thr total soclety that they power require-
should be coDnoitered as jnlinited ments

6 The system must be founded on an organizational Regional govern-
_heorv that recognizes the regional government ment problem
probleM

9 Only minimum training is nec_ ssarv Minimum training
requirements

10 Equipi•r t needs are minimal for immŽdiate rescue, Minimum equ:D-

and reentry rescue requires no equipment not ment needs

available in urban areas

11 The rescue system must not be dependent on avail- Relationship to
ability of pcblic telter NFSS

12 System should cope witb. escape from low level Rescue from falý-

fallout out

13 :n tines of massive di -aster, reople s-re passive Survivors till
and susceptible to leadersnip if it is clear to fol],w leaders
them that there is a plan and that competent
leadership exists

14 Becauae of the range of postattacr conditions, Flexible tacttcs
command controJ. of any rescue system must be hlghfy F

15
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A Ubsic criterion of system design is then conclude, to be that all
permanently standing rescue forces must be paid personnel--regular er-
ployses of governments; Pystem operation must not depend on maintaining
readiness of unptid volunteer personnel over a prolonged period of time.

Too Few City kafloyees

The 3u~plementm indii-ates that there are from 80 to, 250 cit'y emplcýQesSper 10,00O residents. The previous rescue studies, reference R3(a, b, c, d)

have illustrated that in IMPACT RED and YELLOW areas, the numbers of per-
sons needing imaediate assistance can be great-' than those available to
give assistance. In a recent cave-in of a large building in New York
City, hundreds of rescue workers worked for five hoors, digging through
rubble to untrap four men buried in debrist

It may be possible for the city employees to manage or supervise
postattack operations, but it is unbelievable that they might perform all
the rescue operations required. Chapter V discusses this problem.

Broad Rescue Definition

The argument for a multi-purpose rescue force is made in references
R3b and R3c. These arguments have convinced OCD (Research) to use the
broad definition of rescue in further rescue researcn and have convinced
OCD (Plans and Operations) to use a similarly broad definition in final
phases of the EOSD project.

The principal argument for giving a rescue organization a broad mis-
sion is as follows. The classical idea of rescue concerned men with

equipment digging survivors out of debris. All of the reference R3 re-
ports indicate that such work might be judged :mpossible for various
reasons--for example, because extensive fallout prevents worK in the onen,
or because such rescue might be pre-empted in favor of tasks having a
higher payoff per manhour invested. Thus, if the large work force re-
quired by the rescue task is to be cons-.tuted, it should be given a vari-
ety of missions, with the leader authorized to choose a mission according
to feasibility. If certain missions are precluded by peculiar conditions
of the attack, the force can shift its efforts to other fruitful tasks.

Parent Organization Problem

A recognized rescue prhblem iE that there is no obvious municipal
-department to assume responsibility for rescue operations. Although the

Published separatel, . Community Manpower Resources, a working paper
h', Lac'. 0 Thomas, SRI, June 1966.
No Y'ork Times , Page I1 January 27, 1967
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fire deparment isthe most logical candidate, giving it the operational
leadership of the rescue function would surely mean that all firemen*
would be taken off their traditional job of fire control. Until cogent
justification is provided for abandoning this traditional and vital job,
the authors maintain that it is not sensible to earmark the fire depart-
ment for rescue,

For these reasons, an important criterion is that any rescue system
must be designed to cope with thts dilema. Leadership or at least man-
agement of the rescoe function must be allocated to sor- munic;.pal depart-
ment or departments having the numbers and primary interest to see the ams-
sion accomplished.

Duality of the Rescue Problami

The reference R3 reports, particularly reference R3b, describe the
likely time sequence of environme ntal, conditlons after weapon detona-
tion. A clear distLnction can be made between the first few hours after
attack and a later period that begins when fires are under control or
have diminished. The first period is dominated by the nued to have all
survivors, injured or not, cleared of thýe IMPACT RED a-rea and *oved to

safety and treatment. Fir this operation, either fire or fallout can
limit available time to an hour or less, and therefore only the lightest
form of rescue from debris would be attempted.

Heavier forms of rescue could be attempted later when the heavily
impacted areas might be reentered without extreme danger to rescue per-
sonnel. At this time, a thorough search through the rubble must be started,
if for no purpose other than to find and remove the dead. Some survivors
might be detected in the debris and would be dug out.

The central thought is that these two operations, the "immediate"
rescue and the "reentr-" rescue, are different and need not be approached
as a single problem. Chapter V on Manpower Sources presents further ideas
on this subject.

Extreme Time Constraints

Tne time available for surface operations in the heavily impacted
areas is limited to a few minutes in areas close to ground zero and in-
creases as one moves away from the impacted area figure 1, taken from
Relcvrecc R3b, shows the nature of these time constraints. The fire tends

toburn from ground zero outward. Theýre may be discontinuities to this
process, unburned islanas mea' be left or new centers of conflagrations may
start in areas *ell removed from the main fire center,

" There ýre approximatel} 8 toj 15 paid firemen p-er !n,000 populatior.
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Figure1

RESCUE TIME CONSTRAINTS vsSURVIVOR LO-CATION
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How-ever, it appeara that Immediate resciae muat be an action that is
--- being oontinuo.asly puahed-outward.--An-ar-ea-will-have-to-be cleared of-

survivors and then left behind. Where injured are being carried, the
* ~carrier. might barely be able to move faster then the apreadin~g fire.4

The carriers cannot return into the fire area to pick up a second victim.
There, can be no "dou±bling back" into this area for any purpose, laudable
or other-wise. Medical carriage %Ill b~e a single, long&, one-*sv walk
over rubble and through developing fires.

Unlimited Manpowver Reguirements

Reference R3o report. on a preliminary analysis auggeating that a
nationwide rescue force, for rescue-from-debris only, ahould total at
least 1 million peraons. Ho-wever, for the total rescue function, this
would not be nearly enough. As will be shown below, the moat logical
aystem is one that uses all able-bodied survivors, that absorbs and pats
to work the total society of the attacked area.

Figu~re 2 shows the expanded mortality function used in current
rescue research. This figure estimates the number of persons in personnel3
categories: Killed I-mmediately (KI), Seriou~sly Injured (SI), '.%Dped (T),
Ambulatory Injured (AI), and Uninjured (U). Little confidence is placed
in the exact values of the percentag-es for each category; hoe-ever, this
turns out to be unimportant. The shape of the total function is well4
established, and the allocation of survivors to the various categories
is quite accurate at the extremes (close to ground zero and in the FREE
area) And Is roughly correct in the center (in the 5 to 10 pal range).
Essentially all available data and theory have boen used to develop this
function, and further attempts to improve accuracy do not seem narranted,

At the lightly impacted portion of Figure 2 (correspondin~g to psi
levels less than 1.5), the uninjured greatly outnumber the seriously
injured And the trapped. Because immediate rescue must be a procedure
that works away from ground zero on a one-pass basis, rescue personnel
must be found from the people Immediately at hand. The size of the rescue
force can be calculated in terms of the number of persons requiring rescue
and the number of rescuers needed p-er rescue at the distance from burst
or the psi level In question. The resulting rescue force will be some
significant portion, but not all, of the uninjured popualtion.

At higher psi levels (or closer to ground zero), where those neeodintg
rescue begin to outnumb-er those available for rescue, the rescue operations
require the help of everyone ;6ho can be spared from other tasks.

Thus, the question of howk large should a rescue force be becomes
meaningless outside the context of the actual postattack situation. The
Important question is how% best to foresee the actual context and to
mobilize the total society for lifesaving activity in the event of a
nuclear war.

19



Figure 2

PERCENT CASUALTIES vs RANGE FROM GROUND ZERO (TYPICAL)
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'i .. . . ReIlonal -Go ver nmnt-Prob I am...

Probably every aspect of urban planning (and use planning, trans-
portation planning, refuse collection and disposing, redevelopment, etc,)
is confronted by one common and critical deterrent--the regional govern-
ment problem. Most large urban areas are composed of hundreds of inde-
pendent governments. These can include state governments, county govern-
ments, city governments, school districts, and special districts and
authorities. It is not surprising that civil defense planning should en-
counter the same problem area. For example, the analysis of 84n Jose
is encumbered because of one of its major suburbs, Santa Clara, has not
agreed to certain aress of participation and thus is missing in the
data be'e.

A key criterion for effective rescue system design is that the re-
gional government problem should be considered in organizational planning.
The design must be such that existing autonomous powers will be recognized
while providing for effective coop-ration and effective direction over the
total impacted area. References R1 and R4 provide an excellent startiLng
point for properly dealing with the regional government problem. 4

Winimum Training Requirements

Past research has indicated some encouraging aspects to the rescue
problem. Much of the rescue work would require little or no training.
Particularly, the preattack work and the postattack "immediate rescue"
would require little formal trainiL. Preattack work would require rather
simple manual labor such as prepositioning equipment. The imedlate res-
cue task is essentially light rescue (done without tools) plus first aid
and medital carriage. The most stringent requirement in immediate rescue
would be training in first aid. For reentry reAcue, some specialized
training would be required for those who would act as leaders of the heavy
rescue work.

A most important kind of minimum training is indoctrination. This
would havýe to be repetitive and effective, as a backup to ensure the valid-
ity of Criterion No. 13 (Survivors Will Follow Leaders) given below. The
leaders will have to know what they are doitng, and do it without hesita-
tion. The entire system must have been sufficiently indoctrinrated cthat
such ý large group of people representing a variety of skills and attitudes
would work together efficiently.

Miilrum Equipment Needs

Past planning for rescue has emphasized specific sets of e-quipment car-
ried on special vehicles. Such vehicles R.re ideally suited for the reentry
reiicue woc-k. They would be of no use for the immediate rescue task since
they cannot move over debris, nor can debris be cleared quickly enough for
inm,=diate rescue needs.



Ideally suited as these vehicles are -- they have- always-been-too -few
in number to be sig-niticant, For example, Reference R4 indicates that in
representative attacks on va-rious cities, 70,000 persons could be trapped
in debris in a given urban area.* Moat communities have no rescue vehicles
and some have two or three. For imediate rescue, the equipment needs for
a rescue system are minimal (gloves are probably the most important item).
For reentry rescue, equipment needs are extensive but all equipment needed,
Including vehicles, exists within city government and commercial stocks,

Thus, an~y rescue system should emphasize organizing and positioning avail-
able equipment rather than rocuring new equipment.

Relationship to ",3SS

Many of the American cities do not have sufficient NESS shelter spaces.

Practically all have an undesirable clustering of shelters in the central
business district, :t is clear that an effective rescue system cannot de-
pend on a satisfactory installation of N7SS shelters. The rescue system
must function with resources as they exist today.

Rescue from Fallout

Reference R3a illustrated that escape is possible from low level fall-
out (reference intensity <l,200rhr) where no adequate shelter exists.
For example, a man within a shelter of PF 4 in a fallout area with reference
intensity of 600 r/hr runs considerable risk of fatal radiation sickness.
However, he would have time to drive over a hundred miles if roadways *ere
clear, (The roadways would probably be reasonable clear, since low level
fallout it generally associated with light or no damage.) This action
could take him into a fallout free area Conse-quently, a rescue system
should have the capability of rescue from low levcl fallout.

Survivors Will Follo* Leaders

The finding of a considerable amount of researcn t hows that under
conditions of mass disaster, people do not tend to panic and riot. Rather,
they tend to be passive and susceptible to leadership. They do tend to be
irrational and inefficient, particularly if the'; are not prepared for the
conditions of disaster. Also, if all avenues of escape appear to be blocKed,
mass panic can be expected.

Toe t*o principal ingredients necessary, for positve communit. response
under disaster conditions appear to be (1) highly visible leadership adhering

I See computer outputs of 10 MT attack on Atlanta City, Center, 'eference R.-,
page A-47
Sce pages 47 and 48 of reference R3a.
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to (2) asme prearranged, reasonable plans. Hance, an obvious criterion
for a rescue system design is that leadership should be immediately at
the -scene of disaster,- that -the- authority of the leadership ahould be
clear, and that the leadership is following well conceived plans appro-
priate for the conditions at hand.

Flexible Tactics

All past rescue research, particularly the study of the eight simu-
lated attacks of reference "d, indicates that bighest priority rescue
taskA could vary greatly. For example, it is easy to postulate the
condition of massive thermal and blest disaster, with all energy being

expended on clearing the injured and uninjured from damaged areas and
with fire spread conditions being so severe that no rescue fro debris is
ever attempted, Another possibility is an attack causing high bleast
damage, no fallout, and minimal fire threat. This could require massive
convergence of all citiz*ens to the stricken area to comb and dig through

the wreckage for survivors, A fallout-only condition, FALCh RED OR
YELLO, would require a totally different response.

Thus, thc rescue leadership must have the capability to understand
the nature of the disaster environment, to determine the beat response*

among a range of prepared responses, and to shift to this ropo-ae
efficiently,
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IV PRELIMINARY SYSTEM DESIGN

Design Concept-- "Sleeping Giant" System

The following General Rescue System concept was developed on the basis
of the assumptions ant criteria given in Chapter III. The concept p>ervmts
the system to exist at a very low level of readiness during peacetime or
noncrisis periods, But during a period of national crisis, when either a $
nuclear threat or natural disaster was possible, the system would energize,
prepare, and organize the efforts of a sizable percentage of the U.S. citi-
zenry, To further communicate the central idea of the design, it has been
termed the "sleeping giant" concept. That is, the system apparently sleeps -

during noncrisls, but swiftly awakens and takes action In crisis.

These various stages of preparedness are pictured in Figure 3, for each
level of effort, originating with the OCD in Washington, D.C. and filtering
down to the general population in each city area., To emphasize the duality
of the rescue problem, boxes in Figure 3 show separate levels and functions
for Imediate rescue and reentry rescue.

Figure 4 pictures the roles of the local levels and the general popu-
lation in more detail, Each metropolitan area would be divided into oper-
ating areas (GAs), and each 0O, into neighborhoods. These, in turn, would
be divided into operating units (OUs). This pyramid structure, tied together
with adequate communication, is mandatory to satisfy Criterion No, 14 (flex-

ible Tactics),

The ranner in which a metropolitan area is subdivided can vary accord-
ing to local political conditions. If regionwide CD agreements and cooper-
ation exist, then OAs can be developed along boundaries that are meaningful
to CD, and particularly to CSP planning, But the principal requirement is
that political power must exist In each OA to do the planning necessary
there. This will usually require that OAs be determined by municipal
boundaries. Most CD directors are municipal employees and are not allowed
to expend their energies developing plans for other communities. It will
be a r*quirement of the various municipalities involved and representatives
of OCD to find ways to bring all geographical sectors of the metropolitan
area into the regional plan. This is needed to satisfy Criterion No. 8
(Regional Government Problem).

The size rnelations.hlips among OU, - , and OA would be such
that a tenfold increase in population c_ r at each change in command
level. The OU would be sized so that • esaders could perbosally know all

families involved. The initial targt for populations are shown in Table 3.
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Figure 4

GEOGRAPHICAL ORGANIZATION OF GENERAL REW!r SYSTE.,A
AT THE LOCAL LE-,VEL

OCD AND STATF .AND CuNT,
LEVELS OF GOVER: iMENT, 6',1
REQUIRED

CITY PLANNING 7
AND OPEPATO'NAL
HEADQUARTERS I

S~OA 3
44

O A I.

•..•:•.•,.• •OA 2

OPERATING AREA 2----
NEIGHBORHOOD 2-6

OPERATING UNIT 2-6-3 -
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-Table- 3

SIZES OF GEOGRAPHICAL SUBDIVISIONS

Number of Numtber of
Zone Fam ilieis Pe rsons

O-ee• t ing unit 150 Soo
Neighborhood 1,3(0D 5,000
Op-era ting area 15,000O 50,000

Within an QA, the development of bUs may vary. How'ever, an attrac-
tive arrantgement is to use the voting precinct as the definition of the
OU., Most precincts are sized so that a single person can know' all of the
families, resources, and terrain in de-tail. An additional reascn for using
the precinct is that lists of the registered v•oters are usually avail~hle,
Precinct *orkarx have this J- -ormation an-1 should be able to aid the OU
leader in meettng the families ir, his area of responsibility,

Given this rescue system in terrzs of command level and geographical
distribution , the next -step is to delineate t'i~e sicceassvc _,tages of actior,
as the system moves from tne nonerisis period to the crisis period, culmi-
nating w'ith postattack operations.

O Oera t -n-j--Nonc ris is Period

In the nancrisis period, opera~icns w'oild be lirriced to planning and
prepDaration, by the skeletc~n staff c cadre uinder the diýý¢tion of the var-
iovs offices of civil defense, During this period, the driving foroe.6 be(hind
the generally "invisible'' system -iould be the OCd at the federel level, and
the CD offices at the stale and lccal levels, OCD ,kould prc~ide the leader-
ship to carry out three basic functioýns: making agreements, deve~oping and

i ~disseminating plans, and undertaking a program• of continuing s~udy to update
and irnprove the General Rescue System. Table 4 outlines these basic fune-
T i ion S.

1i,1-ato•n•_gAgreement s

The first function would require bed to execute agreements w'ith -'eterar_
ira-ernal, and service organizations at the national headquarters level,
The-se agreements w'ould establish the general roles for these organizations.
At the local level, the CD ,•Irector would confi mr the working ag~reements
ý4th the local chapters. These local agreements sho~uld prQ,.ide the CD di-
recto)rs • ihnames, addresses , ana phone numbers of -,he org~nizations' ,eT:,I-
bers. 7he organizaticns, in tarn, w'ould disseminate -)CD informatic~n at
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V capter meetings and through -their establimhed communication lines ,-The-

infortation would describe the role to be played, in times of crisis, by
the members, This would 1'eep the members at a low level of readiness. No
individual responsibilities would be assigned; the members would only be
**do aware of what types of assignments might be made. Such a procedure
woilld generally satisfy Criterion No. 1 (No Prolonged Readiness), Addi-
tionally, the use of national organizations satisfies the need to augment
the staffs of municipal euployees--a need cited in Criterion No. 2 (Too Few
City Vaployees),

Developing and Disseminatin.g Plans

This second function would be carried out as follows. First, the OCD
would develop genernl planning information for dissemination through the
national citizen organizations and through state and local governments, and
for national consumption over television, radio, and newspapers. This in-
formation would include films, reports, news releases, brochures, etc.
Second, detailed plans for action in a crisis would be worked out, and the
largest burden would rtst on the local CD office. The detailed plans must
be developed so clearly that within a few hours, personnel can be assigned
to operating units, equipment dispersed to preassigned locations, the entire
cosunity briefed, and specific plans and action items dispersed to each op-
erating unit. The local CD office would therefore work up such plans as:
an organizational plan with assignments of local citizen organization mem-
bers; an equipment/material assembly and allocation plan; a communication
plan; a general strategies plan; and an operational plan. The plans would
be coordinated with the specific governmental department involved. Infor-
mation about some of these plant_ i' presented later in this chapter.

In connection with these plans, the local CD office would have to
develop and negotiate agreements with private industrial and commercial
enterprises to obtain vehicles and equipment when needed. These would in-
clude rolling stock such as bulldozers and trucks, plus hand tools, power
generators, and so on. All of this material kould he needed for the re-
entry period. These agreements would be general contracts, sho*ing the
intent to cooperate.

All of thes, plans, when implemented, would be highly detailed, logical,
and visible, to satisfy various criteria--Criterion No. 6 (Extreme Time Con-
straints) Criter on No. 13 (Survivors Will Follow Leaders): and Criterion
No, 10 (Minimum Equipment Needs).

Improving th- System

The third fur,ction, improving the General Rescue System, would require
continuing study, research, monitoring, and testing. Provision would have
to he made for a feedback from local to higher levels, as detects or gaps
were discovered in the noncrisis period. Minimum training %ould also be
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needed. Part of the improvement at the local level would depend on the in-
Sreitand con ntinu*id prep arednea of t-e cadr e, who woul-d be organizd to
a higher degree of alertness than the citizen organizations, since the cadre
would be managers of the system under crisis, However, Crit6rion No. 1 (No
Prolonged Readiness) also applies to the cadre, and this Is an added burden

on the CD director. Training programs patterned on CSP training sessions

Operations--Crisis Period, Preattack

Preattack Wobilization

During a crisis period, at a time designated by the federal government,
the skeleton staff of the rescue system would expand quickly. The cadre who

had standby responsibilities in civil defense would now take up these respon-
sibilities on a part-time basis. They would go to the local chapters of
citizen organizations and implement the agreements previously established.
Detailed equipment agreements would be signed to bring private vehicles,
equipment, and tools under public control and ready for public use, The
cadre would assign local chapter members to each operating unit, probably
on the basis of a unit leader, an alternate unit leader, and deputy leaders.
The deputies would act as squad leaders, supervising groups of citizens in
performing specific tasks. The deputies would also act as extensions of the

unit leader in briefing and organizing the citizenry. See Table 5 and Fig-
ure 3.

Information and commands would, at this time, flow from the municipal
EOC through GAs, neighborhoods, and down to OUs; the link through the na-
tional citizen organization headquarters would be broken. The rescue system
would become a local pyramid structure with a single head releasing a region-
ally coherent flow of operational instructions. This would provide the com-
mand capability required by Criterion No. 14 (Flexible Tactics).

This citywide plan would be supplemented by preplanned television,
radio, and newspaper information to give further indoctrination to the
general population.

The manning of neighborhood commrand posts represents an additional

manpower requirement imposed by the General Rescue System. See COapter V.
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Table 5 3

PLAYNINC AND MOBILIZATION IN

TME ZARLY CRISIS PERIOD

OCD Municipal Government Reservists

(Not defined 1. Initiate detailed 1. Alert citizenry of OU
within this planning by municipal as to general plans.
study) departzents,

2. Designate leadership 2. Extend organization and
for each OU. facilitate Indoctrina-

tion and training,

3. Develop detailed 3. Identify resources.
agreements for obtain-
ing private stocks of
equipment.

4. Follow up on planning
to OU level.

5. Appoint auxiliary per-
3onnel to Engineering
and Public Works.

Communications and Headquarters Facilities

Many major cities do not have an ECC lnstalled in a hardened shelter.
Hr'ever, at the W. and neighborhood levels, the General Rescue System re-
quires a reliable headquarters facilitv that can receive and inrerpret
environmental information and develop tactical instructions over a city'wide
area. Criterion No. 14 (Flexible Tactics) requires this. F-urthermore, there

must be a headquarters facility at the OU, and there must be a reliable
comunication link betýeen this facility and the higher command levels,

There are several approaches to having a sheltered OU headquarters--

the most obvious choice is to have the headquarters in a public shelter.

However, in an CU without adequate shelter, there would te several choices.

A conventional house or building could be used Aith a plan -o ev.acuate ne
headquarters or transfer it Inte a sheltered position in another OU. An-

other choice i to build a home shelter cf some expedient variety.

Thore should be telephone and radic communication reaching ever; OU

headquarters. The telephone link will exist since there are telephones

in nearly every building. 7he simple approach to a radio network that is

• • }



often proposed is to park a vehicle conttiLing a two-way radio at thero U;J
-headquarters. Municipally owned autcuobiles or taxi cabs might be used.

The problem is to have A radio system operating on frequencies that can be
transmitted and received at higher echelon EOCs, 1his is a problem best
solveu in teors of the specific resources that exist in a given city.

Operating Units

As the crisis doepened and attack became iinent, planning would
subside, and a broad program of action would begin. Equipment would be
disseminated, fire prevention activities and expedient shelter building
would be started, ani so on. This is consistent w'ith Criterion No. 3
(Broad Rescue Definition), Table 6 outlines the principal functions that
must be performed at the municipal government level and operating unit level I
in this stage, At This point in the crisis escalation process, the rescue
organization would :hange to give increasing importance to the local level
and to action. The OU organization would become the major work force in I
the community, rec,'iving instructions from the EOC command post.

I
Table 6

FINAL PREPARATIONS BEFORE ATTACK

Municipal Governments Operating Units

1. Disseminate latest instz-uc- I. Brief and organize all per-
tions to OUs, sonnel involved.

2. Obtain equipment, and pre- 2. Extend shelter facilities
position it. (final shelter stocking,

building expedient shelters,
etc .).

3, Install and test all sys- a. Carry out fire prevention
tems (communications, radio- measures (cleanup activities,
logical monitoring), white washing windows, etc.).

4. Superuise any governmental 4. Protect resources.
building programs such as
expedient shelter ccnstruc-

As shown in Table 6, four general work areas are probably most impor-
tant during the buildup just before attack. However, within these and other
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work areas, many other missions could be adopted according to local needs,
For example, transporting hospitalized patients to temporary quarters in
shaltor might be called for. Possibly completing a shelter stocking pro-
gram would be most important. The central idea is that the total popula-
tion would be assembled to do the work needed to be done.

Operations--Crisis Period, Postattack

Imediate Rescue Missions

As soon as possible after the attack, the neighborhood command posts
would issue orders to the operating units for specific immediate rescue mis-
sions. Table 7 shows that missions undertaken at the OU level vary with
the amount and type of weapon effect. Fallout is considered an overriding
effect that can preclude missions or change mission priorities.

Table 7

MISSIONS IN THE IMMEDIATE RESCUE PERIOD AFTER ATTACK

CA and Neighborhood
Command Post Operating Units

1. Provide Intelligence YAL•OUT RED

and instructions to 1. Insure best shelter for OU
OUs. citizenry.

2. Direct escapes from fallout
i.here circumstances allow,

FALLOUT YULJJ3, FREE
1. Provide support to other

OUs as directed.

IMPACT RED, YELLOW
1. Direct spo-ntanecus flight

through best avenues of

escape,

2. Perform liJght rescue.
3. Provide first aid.
4. Provide medical carriage.

COMBO RED, YELLOW
1. Direct spcntaneous flight.
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Fallout Conditions. The table shows that under fallout conditions,
missions are oriented-toward-protection-from fallout. For an-Ou that-has-
adequate public shelter, the unit leader's objective is to see that the
CSP is followed and that all stragglers are accounted for. Where this
simple solution does not exist because of an inadequate number or distri-
bution of shelters, the OU will have provided expedient shelters or will
have planned to evacuate to fallout free areas.

Under such circuzstances, the unit leader would remain at MU head-
quarters (assuming shelter existed or was built for the headquarters) and
instruct the escapees by telephone or messenger or both, From the precinct
sizes previously developed, there *ould be approximately 150 householdeal
to notify. This procedure should vork wel1 relative to Criterion No. 12
(Rescue from Fallout).

Impact Areas, In these areas, particularly in IMPAC-T F.B0 areas, the
highest priority task would be to clear all survivors fr'T the area and
away from any fire hazard, It is this task that would need the greatest
planning and would require the cooperation ol the entire precinct. The
citizens must evacuate the neighborheod, taking all of their children,
'heir injured, and their agsed with them. This must be done flthout

hesitation in compliance with Criterion No. 6 (Extreme Time Conatraints),
and must be done in a single operation; there would be no returning until
the reentry period started. According to the well documented Criterion
No. 13 (Survivors w6ill Follow Leaders), the citizenry could be expected
to conduct such as operation if they knew the general plan, and if their
leaders were visible and giving on-the-spot directions.

EQui.Lent and Material for Immediate Rescue. Previous analysis (R3)
has suggested that personnel involved in immediate rescue should hAve cer-
tain essential items o± equicent,. A 'backpack" of this equipment was
suggesteo. However, we have reduced this plan to the simplest possible
approach to allow the rapid escalation of preparedness that the General
Rescue System requires.

The minimum equiptrent requirements of the unit leader and his deputies
would seem to be (1) an arm b-and; (2) a belt (from which tools can hang);
(3) operations manual; (4) gloves; (5) flashlight; and (6) snall crow bar.
These should be available for the imediate rescue phase. The first three
items could be government furnished; the last three could be cocmandeered
by the OU leaders. Prearranged agreements between the local civil defense
leacership and local hardware merchants would be needed so that these
equipments could be commandeered fror commercial stocks %hen needed, The
prearrangements should include assurances of repayment of monetary losses
to merchants.

The rationale for the arm band is that Criterion No, 13 (Survivors
will Follow Leaders) requires a strong visual sho% of leadership carrying
out reasonable plans. The gloves and the crow bar are the primary tools
for light rescue, and the flashlight is mandatory since a nuclear attack
would most likely occur at night (when the USA is asleep and x-ulnerable
and Eastern Europe-Asia is a,ake and least vulnerable). The belt is a
further show of authority and can carry the flashlight and crow bar,
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Reentry Rescue Mismions

At some time after attack, immediate rescue would be completed and the
poatattack envircrment would permit the system to shift -ýo reentry rescue
activities. The working leadershlp for reentry work would be provided by
the .eAsignAtied reentry operations command, as shown in Table 8. DisLussion
of the specific municipal group to man the command post is given in Chapter V.

T abl e 8

MISSIONS IN ThE RZLNTRY RESCUE PERIOD AFTER ATTACK

Designated Reentry
Operations Command Operating Units

1, Alter preplanned strategy 1. Provide manpower support
for reentry operations, to reentry rescue opera-
as dictated by the actual tions.
postattack environment,
and determine priorities.

2. Assemble appointed em-
ployees and auxiliaries
anu brief them.

3. Call for and deploy man-
power from operating
uni ts,

4. Deploy irotorized unit:,
into impact areas fc, rn-
bris clearance and heav'-
rescue,

The reentry rescue organization would have its own operating units as
well as its own command. These characteristics are consistent with Criterion
No. 5 (Duality of the Rescue Prcblem). Reentry rescue functions for the
command level and the operating units are outlined in Table 8.

As indicated in Table 6, the motorized equipment for the reentry op-
erations would have teen prepositioned at several sites, hopefully out of
the impact areas. The designated reentry operations department would
assemble personnel at these Sites by communicating manpower requirements
to OU leaders. InformraTion obtained by the immediate rescue forces would
aid in giving a proper estimate of the situation.
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It seems logical to develop a caravan of motorized units that would
move into the impact area, This should include (1) the debris removing
equipment, (2) trucks loaded with heavy rescue equipent, and (3) trucks
equipped as ambulances.

Laid teams would operate on foot, making systematic forays away frcm
the caravan and identifying rescue sites, Theie teams would systematically
mark all building sites that were searched, Rescue teaes would follow,
carrying basic equipment needed and sending messengeri back for other needed

items. Theae rescue teams could be in sizes ranging from 5 to 20 permons,
They would be led by trained city employees or reservists. Persoeos rescued
would be carried back to the caravan and taken out by ambulance, The whole
process would take days of work for the rescues and would take weeks of
work to retrieve the dead and to rescue nonhuman resources.

Although the General Rescue System is based on minimum equipmat for
immediate rescue, it uses extensive equipment for reentry rescue. As in-
dicated by Criterion No. 10, the idea of retaining special rescue vehicles
and equipment over prolonged periods is not a part of the General Rescue
6ystem concept. It is believed that the full complement of rescue equip-
ment defined in existing manuals* can be assemblaed on conventional, open-
bed trucks during the crisis buildup.

The reentry operations, as defined by the missions described above,
encompass more than rescue operations. A caravan of motorized equipment
would be needed and would include the following vehiclss, probably entering
the impact area in the order presented.

Debris Clearance Vehicle&. These would include one or more bulldozers
plus an op-en-bed truck of men, power Weneration equipment, power cutting
too!*, and hand tools. The function would be to cut a path into the debris
areas aa fast as possible.

Rescue Vehicles. The rescue trucks would be prepackaged to include
all equipment expected to be needed, They would also carry/ the rescue
workers who would have only gloves and possibly crow bars. Some of these
vehicles would undoubtedly be fire trucks that would be suitod for both
rescue and fire fighting.

Power Vehicles. It is likely that oae truck might be devoted to
electrical power carr-ylng a t~ower generator, poser tools, lighting equip-
rent, an', a maximum amount of extension cord.

• See Rescu,3 Manuals FC 1-E-l .1, IG-14.1, IG-14.2, and IG-14. .
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Medical Vehicles. The trailing vehicles would be ambulances, either

real or makeshift, plus ether support vehicles carrying medical supplies

and stretchers, Depending on the type of injury, surv.vors wdould bL given

initial treatment at the rescue site or at the medical vehicles, The am-

bulances would supply a shuttle service to the rear area. Special w'niclea

and crews might also be included to carry out nonsurvivors.

Trainini Plan

The indoctrination given citizen members during noncrisis periods

would be oriented to general education or. nuclear attack environment and

on the general operational plan of the system. It would seem that this

woult be as much information as could be retained over a prolonged period

withouIt actual use of the information. The ma,iority of the5se indoctrina-

tion sessions would be based on films and ýritten handouts supplied by OCD.

These might be supplemented by discussions led by representatives of the

local CD director.

LDring the early crisis buildup, the p-tncipal source of information

would be the operational manual suppjied t, each cadreman. This would fill

in the details of the general indoctrination previously given.

Training for cadremen and reservists would be accomplished through

existing educational programs given by the city and the Red Cross, Of par-

ticular imp-ortance would be the Red Cross courses on medical self help and

police fire department courses concerning rescue and other aspects of com-

munity disaster,

Another channel of education would be through predeeloped telecasts.

radio broadcasts, news releases, and *ritten handouts. These ,would be used

to indoctrinate the general population on the rudiments of nuclear effects

and on their role in the Ceneral Rescue System.

r i
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V MANPOWER StItCES FOR TKE GENERAL RESCUE SYSTEM

Selection of Sources

The foregoing chapters have discussed the General Rescue System maInl"
in terms of functions below the OCD level:

1. The cadre

2. The inactive reservists

3. The general population 4

It has been assumed that the general population will function satis-
factorily as rescue workers, as long as the leadership is there and is

effective. Thus, the manpower availability study was concerned largely
with (1) and (2). At the beginning of Phase II, the wst likely candidates
were: §or the cadre fun.-tion--the city government; and for the inactive
reservists--the veteran, fraternal, and service organizations The objec-
tives of the mgnpower study w'ere: to compare the magnitude and makeup of
the staffs of aelected city governments with rescue manpower requirements;
and to measure the total manpower available in selected veteran, fraternal,
and service organizations, and to study the distribution of this manpower
relative to city size and geographic region.

Conclusions Regarding Manpow'er Sources

The basic data and findings are reported in the supplement to this
report. Pertinent conclusions of the supplement are:

I The organizations tn the selected urban areas appear to have the
potential manpower for an emergency rescue force. Twenty percent
of the city's population is considered the gross potential re-
source for the rescue force. Duplicate counting of some and una-
vailability of other3 would decre.se this totel to a net of about
10 percent or perhaps less. The municipal employees could prob-
ablv provide an escalation base equal to 0.5 to I percent
of the population. Various comunity groups could provide approx-
inatelv half of the force--less in the larger cities and more in
the smaller cities. Students and other crisis volunteers rould
furnih the rcmainder of the force in inverse proportion to the
reserve cowponent.
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2. The citizen organizations selected as manpower sources for the
inactive reserve are significantly stronger, proportionately, in
cities froa 50,000 to 200,000 people than in citles above this
population range. Sore of these cities could, apparently, build
a rcscue force without depending on volunteers chosen at the time
of crisis,

3, The larger cities would need mnore or different organizations in
additior to those enutnerated herein to supply manpower for the
inactive reser-.,e.

4. The municipal empl..yees in each city are the iogical choice fo"
the peacetime skeleton -'a:f or cadre. This cadre would clrect
the life-savJng activities during the imrediate rescue period
following the attac!:. In the reentr' rescue pz.riod, the more
highly skilled of this group *would be needed for heavy resc-ue c
leadership.

Tots] Manoower in Citu Qovernments

The skipplenent to this report shoes that There &re approximatelv 120
to 1&0 employees per 10,000 population, according to city size (in the range
of citiec having 50,000 to 1 million or more pe,-ople), The total number of
employees decreases significantly w4ith city size, Remembering that -e need
to deal with the entire metropolitan area and that Mvnv small city govern-
,nts are involved, we must consider the aggregate emo 'c-ceos per 10,000 popu-
lation over the entire urban region.

This is dcn - in Table 9, which summarizes the numbers of city employees,
by department, within ]7 Standard Metrnpolithn Statistical Areas (SMSAs) that
var-, in srze from <.>uc0 to i,. 7 T-l conJ po-pulocico.

Wanp±ower for Imrediste Rescie Cadre

A determination of the num7;bers of ctty government personnel necesserv
to man the cadre of the rescue s,'ter. is complicated b_, the dualit'T of the
rescue problem. For immdiiate roesoe, it appears that the drain or, .tv em-
ployers would be minimal--i small number of city employees woul1 be required
to ran the neighborhood c-mivjo centers. Since there iould be only one neigh-
borhood per 5,000 residents, the manning of these stations iouAd require only
a handfil -f persons per 10 000 citizens For purposes of analysis, let us
assume three persons per neighburhood or six persons per 1i;,000 citizens.

This requirement could he handled b-. any of a number of city depart-
ments. Since the neighborho,_od cormmand post would be a key dccisioio level in
field command, these stations could ,e handled b'. the firc denartment and

police depar ient supervi'-onr personnel
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The Fire Department is the logical lead department because of expe- 7
rience in managing large disaster situations. The fire perimeters will
govern the preas where reentry is possible, Thus, fire fighting effort
will be directed at theme perlmeters and should require the total capability
of the Fire Department. The determinations of which areas should be entered,
where debris clearance should be directed, where decuntanination is needed,
and where human life h'ay remain--these are logical decisions to be made by
the Fire Department wori.cing under direction of those with responsibility at
the citywide EOC level.

Manp-ower for Reentry Rescue Cadre

At some time after attack, immediate rescue would be completed, and the
General Rescue System would shift to reentry rescue activities. The working
leadership for reentry work would be_ provided by the designated reentry oper-
ations commiand--municxpl employees with some particular department designated
the lead agency. Candidates for this assignment are the Public Works Dýqpart-
sent, Engineerlng Department, the Parks and Recreation Department, the Police
Department, or the Fire Department. The most logical candidate would appear
to be the Public Works Department supported by the Parks a-nd Recreation per-
sonnel working unIer the overall command of the Fire Department.

The reasoning here is that although the Fire Department has sufficient
personnel to conmand the immýediate rescue operations, it does not have the
forces to provide direct leadership of reentry operations, but car, provide
only overall command. There are only about S to 15 firemen per 10,000 popu-
lation (Table 9). A force can be assembled from the Public Works"Parks and
Recreation Departments that numbers 20 to 40 per 10,000 population--say, an
average of 30 per 10,000. Furthermore, these people have the vehicles, equip-
ment, and many ,f the skills needed for the heavy reentry work. T*ey have
natural tes to the heavy construction contracting industry and its labor
force.

This argument is built on the preruse that reentry operations, like the
immnediate rscue op-erations, should encompass a number of tasks--debris clear-
ance, rescue, fire fighting, decontamination, medical treatment, carriage of
injured survivors, and removal of the dead. These acti,ities require trained
leadership. Croterion No. 1 (No Prolonged Readiness) requires that this leader-
ship be in the f,•rm of paid employees of the resp•onsible government. By proc-
ess of elimunation and on considering the large manpower requirements for re-
entry leadership, the Public Works Park and Recreation group *as identified as
trhe best response to Criterion No. 4 (Parent Organization Problem) . As already
shown, an average of 30 employees per 10,000 population seems reasonabl-,
Taule I0 provides an estimate of Lhe percentage of total employees that are
male and female by departments. According to tris table, about 90 percent of
the employees in the Public Works Parks and Recreation group are male.
Ninety percent of the previously deri'e:d 30 employees per 10,000 is 27ý Thus,
we have derived and have used in this analve!s an estimate of 27 male employees
per 10,000 population in the Public Works Parks and Recreation Froup.
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- ] Table 10

MALE 1t` FEMALE RATIOS OF CITY O0\2 .RN•INT S'AY tFF

Function Ratio

Education 50 50

Other than education

Htghways 90 10
Hospitals 15 85
Health 40 60
Police 85 15
F i r e 9 8 "2

Sewage 98 2
O•her sanitation 98 2
Park- and recreation 70 30
Financial administration 60 40
General control 60 40
Water supply 85 15
Other utilities 85 15

All other functions
Libraries 20 so
Building inspection 90 10
Probation department 50 50
Welfare 30 70
Airports 70 30

Source: Stanford Research Institute,
based on opinions of local
government offjcials be-
3xeved to be accurate .ithin
:15%.

The major point of this analsis is that the total numbers of city •
employees do not appear to be constraining on .he system. The working
estimate of 27 employees per 10,000 population seems to be 5ufficient to
lead the reentry forces required.

Manpocwer for Inactive Reserve

The number of Inactive re serv ist s c an be summe d in a num ber of %ay s
%ith the use of the tabl es of the supplenentan' report. In the system
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description, we-have emphasized -developing reservists from veteran, fra-

ternal, and service groups since these people provide much of today' 's
citizen leadership. According to page A-18 of the supplementarv report,
these people number from 332 (larger cities) to 1,120 (small cities)
per 10,000 population As stated in the c(-nclusions previously given,

these numbers include double counting

The development of Criterion No. 7 (Unlimited Manpower Requirements)
has shown that it is not helpful to try to aetermine how ma-ny people are
required to carryý out the rescue function. Houever, given the General
Rescue System concept, it is meaningful to ask how many people are required
to provide management and leadership for it.

The number of inactive reser-vists can easely be determined if we know
how many reservists are needed to manage an Operating Unit (OU). One wvuld
think that five qualified men might be a minimum base on which to build an,
OU organization Ten or fifteen should definitely be enough. If *e ute the
higher estimate of 15 reser-vists per N0 and assume an O(X to contain 500 per-
sons, 300 reservists per 10,000 population would be required. The supple-
mentary repori shows that this number is readily available from the selected
citizen organization, even in the largest cities.

Howerver, it is pointed out in botn the supplementary report and the
evaluation using San Jose (Chapter VI) that these potential reser-vists are
not evenly (ýi.-tribuzed within the society. Members of veteran, fraternal, -

and servýpce organizations tend to live in mIddle or higher income areas and
do not come from minority groups. Thus, there will be manny pockets of urban
terrain that are not represented by the membership of the organizations
studierd This means an added planning burden on the local CD director. He
must identify local organizations that are related to these pockets and make
the necessary arrangements to introduce these organizations into the system.

Total Manpower for Reentr-, Rescue Operations

The nost difficult requirement to determine is the number of reservists
and volunteers needed for the reentrm opers•tins. Since the amount of work
involved in the total reentry function (debris clcarance, rescue, decontam-
ination, and medical carriage) is almost impossible to predict but is ver'
large, it might be more meaningful to turn the question around, Instead of
asking ho'- many people are required, let us ask how large a work force could
be put to effective work under the direction of "the designated reentry oper-
ations command. If this command consists of the Public Works/Parks and Rec-
reation group, the number c: male city employees requ:red would be approx-
Imatelv 27, as developed above. It is hoped that a 10 to i ratio of city
employees and reservisis w-ould be possible. If a 10 to 1 ratio also exists
between reservists and tolunteers, we ýould have a 100 to ) overall ratio.

These ratios are evaluated in a specific case. Reference R3d analyzes
the magnitude of the rescue problem under eight specific attacks. The re-
entry problem would be greatest in the simulated 10 WT surface burst attack
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on the city center of Atlanta. In this attack, over 50,000 persons wou±d

be trapped in debris. Out of a total population of 1.8 million, approx-
imately 1.1 million (60 percent) would have survived ,without serious Iniury.
If w-e apply our general rules for manpower avaclability (rather than spe-
cific fig'ures for Atlanta), we will derive the statistics given in Table 11i

Table 11 shows that if the above ratios prevail, a sizable force will

be developw-d--nearly 300,000 persons. It is unlikely that such a massive
force could b? developed and deployed for reentry work only, since there are
other CD operstiona that would be needed. However, the numbers of paid
cadre and iinactive reservists hypothesized to lead the General Rescue Svs-
ten force would not appear to be limiting.

Table 11

TOTAL FORCE AVAILABILITY FOR REENT-RY
OFZEATIONS--AN EXUAPLE

Preattack Manpower Postaicack Marpower

per per
STotal o Tctal

Public Works Parks and

Recreation males 27 4,85, 27 2,900

Rese'i st s 2 70 48,500 270 29 000

Volunteers 2, 700 48 0000 2) 7)0 290 ,oF 0

Assumptions: 1. Based on a 10 MT simulated attack on Atlanta cit' cen-ter

See reference R-d.
2. 27 men per 10,000 Ln Public W-rks Parks and Recreation.

3. 10 to i escalation factor between manpower level.

4. 40% degradation of forces at all levels.
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VI SAY JOSE VWALUATION

Introduction

The previous chapters have developed the crJ1tera and the general
design of a CD rescue system- The major uncertainties of this system
seem more related to the organization of people than to questions of en-
vironmental conditions or availabJlity of resources, To further test the
organizational aspects of the system, a study was made of its applicability
to San Jose, California. This was accomplished in three aays: by mapping
an example geographic subdivision of the San Jose metropolitan areas, by
developing an example allocation of San Jose city employees To a General
Rescue System force, and by measurxng the size and distribution of the mem-
berships of 1 >cal chapters of national citizen organizations,

San Jose has been selected as a base City for this evaluation becaus-e of
its position within the Five City Study, where it is being given first pri-
ority attention in all CD studies that use a selected city for evaluation
This same attent.on is valid for the purpose of rescue research. First,
because of the many past CD studies of San Jose, much data concerning the
city were available through OCD and SRI channels, and other data '"ere easily
obtained. Second, the city is large enough to be representative of large
cities cithout being unmaniageably large for analysis. Third, in terms of
CD operations planning, San Jose contains most of the problem areas and dif-
ficultiee that plague many large Am7rican cities--too few shelters, an un-
satisfactory concentration -of shelters downToz-m, no practical planning of
the rescue function, and the probability of sustaining a varletvy of weapon
effects in nuclear attack. Reference R4 also indicates that although the
number of shelters is insufficient in San Jose, the city does have access
to a harlety of resources, and thus a %ariety of countermeasures against
nuclear attack is possible.

Geographical Division o the Study Area

The specific area studied oao an arbitrary' approximation of the San
Jose Urbanized Area. In general terms, an Urbanized Area is any central
cIty with more than 50,000 people plus all contiguous suburbs oiith popula-
tinn densities of 1,000 persons per square mile. Less dense areas are in-
cluded under certain corditionE.

Since there are no easily available maps of the Urbanized Area, we have
developed an approximation that might be called "metropolitan San Jose. "
This inclies all census tracts in the San Jose SKSA excluding certain rural
census tracts. It is an area containing thirteen cities (San Jose, Los

I
Gatos, )donc Serene, Campbell, Santa --lara, Sunnyvale, Mountain Vie;6, Los

J 7



Altos, Cupertino, Palo Alto, Saratoga, Los Altos Hills, and Milpitas)
plus all unincorporated land lying within.

Under certain circumatances, we have also used the _init SMSA in com-

parisons with uther cities.

Figire 5 presents the geomtry of the municipal boundaries involved
and Illustrates clearly the concern expressed in Criterion No 8 for the
regional goverioent problem. The politlcAi boundaries are complex and
irrogular rfliections of a long history' of individual annexations.

The r*_tal population of this area, according to the Special 1965 Santa
Clara County census, is 852,996. The total land area is approximately
200,000 acres.

Division Into •Operating Areas

There are two basic approaches to developing operating aroas (OAs)
within a me•topolitan area: political subdivision, and nonpolitical. The
first would use politit.al boundaries to ensure the existence of a single
local government with suthority to plan and control the civil defense
activity over a total OA. This approach would rEsult in a map of GAs that
woi<ld reflect the meandering municipal boundaries show-n in Figure 5 . The
OA or OAs representing the unincorporated areas would be sprinkled through-
out the county and would include ?any islands within the cities. This pat-
tern would pose many difficult problems of organization and control

The nonpolitical approach would set OA boundaries independent of polit-
ical boundaries. This iould establish a n-ore logical pattern of areas rela-
tive to available shelter, fire breaks, evacuation routes, tic. How6ever,
the approach would rEquire some form of areawide authority to plan across
political boIudaries.

The nethod of settlng QA boundaries in this study is a compromise be-
tween the two nsthods---'e ,ave generally followed thy political bovundaries
but have removed soe, irregularities to obtain reasonable land shapes. This
is shown in Figure 6. Tnis method has proved satisfactory for analysis al-
though it may be infeasible in practice because of jurisdictional problems
among iocal governme,,ts

Using this method, h, 'ave developed !4 GAs with population ranginc
froo 30,030 to 90,000' and ýith land area ranging frcm 4 Lc30 ), to 3,U00 Icre

Table 12 shows the partu-cuizr charan, erisitics of each OA A column in tie
taole gives information on the census tracts aeisociaced ,ith tne GAs. (In
this stuoy, certain rural census tracts h-ve been excluded. P-11,, -118,
R-119, 5-120, T-121, 2-122 V-123, W-124, X-125, and Y-127

'4!
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Flgure 6

EXAMPKE OPERATING AREAS WITHIN THE SAN JOSE URBANIZED AREA
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Table 12

OPERATING AREA CHARACTERISTICS
1966

Census Total

Tra,,,t Area

OA No. No. Population (acres)

1 14 52,886 4,746

2 7 53,702 8,199

3 10.4 85,130 19,280

4 10.2 59:.098 11,623

5 11.1 69,181 14,144

6 6 29,239 4,537

7 10 94,746 13,504

8 4.3 33,696 27,331

9 7 80,936 8,176

10 5 73,288 7,472

11 10 70,754 31,672

12 12 84,621 22,086

13 6 34,758 15,822

14 3 30,961 8,855

Totals 852,996 197,397

Averages 60,928 14,100

Source: Santa Clara County 1965 Special

Census.

Analysis of a Specific OA

A. specific OA has been selected for analysis of size and demographic

characteristics of neighborhoods and precincts. This OA is number 12 and

is known as East San Jose. It encompasses the areas of Alum Rock, Evergreen,

Berryersa, and two San Jose census tracts, A-14 and A-15. It is located east

of Bayshore Highway and south of Highway 17 in the northeast corner of the

San Jose SMSA. The central portion of the area has been a residential area

for 25 years or more but the surrounding areas have exploded from rural

orchard land to densely populated communities within the last ten years.

The far eastern quarter of OA 12 is sparsely settled range land and

park lands. Along the foothills adjacent to this quarter is a strip several

miles wide, developed with expensive homes for a high income population.

Another strip several miles wide parallels this and includcs a middle income

ppul at i on.
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~With~&the aeawbAa bytfle Ieto, Cafraol-AVnaa, flyaboreg-29r
wy, sand Tally ited, roshgtly me-sixthb of the total area, Is a lo laccon

po~latioc with a high proportiom of Nogro asn *oxican-American families

(e flgun* 7). Tl. north halt of TLns area is a near-slm with real

penrty atd M-ce robia aMt the aroutbern belf to a hib tract of

Inexpetsive baea developd wihin The last eight yearn for lo inctra
fasilies. Most of theme families arm transnlent or recently arrivsd in

fan Jo", and the result is a highly unstable population group,

The western third of OA 12 alorng Bavahore Highway and Route 17 is

largely comsmercial and industrial.

The area was selected for analysis becauae of its wide range of land

use, terrain, and aocletI 'harectoriuticm,

Division Into Ne;rh•orhooda and Operating Units

As previoluely it*tad, the Creneral Rescue System subdivides large

operating areas into neighborhoods and then into operating units. In
Santa Clara Couaty, the operating units are best represented by the

political precincts. Each subdivision from OA to precinct is supposed
to .e accompanied by a tenfold decrease in population: SAs might contain

50,000 people, neighborhoods 5,000, and precincts 500.

In our study of the available data for an operating area, it was

apparent that a census tract was a unit ;vell suited to represent a neighbor-
hood. Census tracts usually contain a few thousand people and are bounded
by major highways and changes in land use. The use of census tracts
allows population estimates doun to the neighborhood level.

Figure 7 shows the neighborhoods developed and Table 13 shows their
size and demographic characteristics. As this table shows, CA 12 has been

divided Into 14 neighborhoods that have an average population of about
6,000 persons and an average size of 400 residential acres. The average

neighborhood contains about 12 precincts which, in turn, have an average
population of approximately 500 people and an average size of 30 acres.

These values appear to be quite reasonable with respect to comand and
control.

Figure 8 shows the neighborhoods of OA 12 d-:'ided into operating

unit, or precinct• .

* Residential acreage is herein defined as total acreage minus agricultural,

manufacturing, and industrial acreage.
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Table 13

FCBAAC•TRSTICS OF OA 12

Censuu Tract Real-
Neteh- Or County Real- Number Permons dential
Lborhood Planning Popu- dential of per Acres per

PNo. Area No. lation Area* Precincts Precinct Precinct

12-1 14 3,187 251 7 455 35.9
12-2 15 4,612 298 10 461 29.6
12-3 34 6,315 258 7 902 37,0
12-4 3,5A 5,80t 274 12 483 22.9
12-5 35B 1 1, 6 76 t 489 18 649 27. 2
12-6 36 4 603 311 15 307 X.8
12-7 37A 4 708 259 9 523 28.8
12-8 37D, 5,889 298 9 654 33. 2
12-9 38 5,789 308 12 482 25.7
12-10 39 5,645 396 12 470 33.1
12-11 40 6,5ý3 384 12 543 32.0
12-12 41 6,60? 428 14 472 30,6
12-13 42 5,888 822 20 294 41.1
12-14 43 7,380 736 14 527 52.6

Totals 84,621 5,512 171

Averages 6,044 394 12 516 32

' Total area minus acreage devoted to agriculture, manufacturing, and in-
dustrial uses.
Voting precincts do not always conform to census tract boundaries.

Thus, the number of precincts per neighborhood is approximate.
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Allocation of City lEployees

Ze!Rloa*ess of the City of San- Jose

The City of San Jose, during the 1266 fiscal year, averaged approx-
imately 2,313 municipal employees and a total population of apprmx1mately
384,000 citizens. This is A ratio of approxiimately 61 employees per
F10,000 citizens. Employees in education are not included as city em-
ployees since they work for the school districts, which are separate gov-
ermnents authorited by the state legislature.

Table 14 liats the numbers of employees by department or function.
These numbers are consistent with the availability tables of the supple-
tent to this report and provide added detail. The Public Works Parks and
Recreation group number 887 employees--a sizable force, Some of these are

female and could be subtracted. However, there are sore additional Public
Works related personnel subsumed under the Capital Outlay fund wnrking on
projects concerning study and development of new city facilities. Thus,
the 887 fligure may be accepted as a minimum estimate of the male working
force available for the reentry operation,

Ratio of Central City to Areawide Municipal Employees

Since San Jose is the central city within a major urban area, there
Is an immediate question of the total number of city employees of the 13
cities in the Sa-n Jose complex.

Accordirg to census data, apprcrimately 32 percent of the citizens of
the SMSA live in San Jose while about 18 percent of all city employees are
employees of the San Jose government. The relationship between these two

ratios is consistent with nationwide statistics. Table 15 lists certain
ratios of interest for the 17 selected citics used In prcv'ous tablcs wvith:'-
this report. These ratios give the relationship between central city and
SMSA for population, total city employees in coomen municipal functions
(exrluding education), and the employees of Public Works Parks and Recreation
departments, The statistics on total municipal employees within metropol-
itan areas art f1lted in the census data in Terms of týe SMSA rather than
n_ uruai. ' " - ' poses no problems In analysis as long as the data

are used in the proper context The last colunmn of Table 15 lists the poDU-
lation ratio between central city and urbanized area. This ratio will be
used later to return the focus of analysis on the urbanized area rather
than the SM.SA,

Table 15 indicates that the ratios involving total city employees are
consistently less than the ratios involving population. This suggests that
although the ratio of employees to population increases with city size (as
the supplement report shows), there are some economies in bringing most Df
an urban population under a central government.
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Table 14

crMy Pawoyw..-sA Jost

Aveirag.
Nufle r or

Functlon XUp io y so

GOnoral fund departmants
City Ma-nagere 

20City Auditor 
6Finance 

53City Attorney 17City Clerk 16
City planning 30Peraonnel 

24
Police 

426
Communications 47
Fire 

383
Building 48 I
Civil D cfens. 9Public Works 407Parks anud Recreation 280
Health 

148
Auditoriu 

11Library 113 
iProperty 

3Municipal Ga-rage 11
Subtotal 

2,052

Other departments
Airport Operations 40
VPK P-lant Operation 87
Capital Outlay Projects 110Off-Street P~ark ing 26

Subtotal 263

Total 2,315

Source: Santa Clara County Governant
files.
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Table 15

POI•;LATION AM( CITY WLOr-r PATIOS - C¢MPAL CITY TO SUSA

Population Employee" Employos* Population
Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio

Central City/ Central City/ Central City/ Central City/
Centria City SXA su A Urbannized Area

Xow York 72.7 41,4 72.7 55,1

Low Antgles-L-ong
beach 36.8 21.5 56.6 38,.2

Chicago 57.1 3-8.3 46,6 59A6

Philadelphia 48.1 52,1 63.3 55.1

Detroit 44.4 36.5 53.7 47. 2

Washin;ton, D.C, 38.2 41,9 52,7 42.3

Szn Franci•co-
Oakland 26.6 19.2 29. 7 31.0

San Diego 55,5 32.7 57.2 68.5

D~nver 53. 1 51.2 76.1 61.5

San Bernardino-
R-iveraide-Ontario 11A4 8.1 15.1 24.3

Phoenix 66. 1 40.8 68.8 79.5

San Jose 31.8 17.9 24,5 33.9

Sacramento 38.0 26.2 51.1 42,3

Toledo 69.6 49.3 73.7 72.6

New Haven 48.7 59.8 76.3 54,5

Pensacola 28.1 34.9 60.8 44.5

Decatur 66.1 41.2 44.7 86. 7

Employees in common municipal functions excluding education.
€ Employees in Public worka'Parks and Recrmation and related areas--highavsy,

sevage, sanitation, parks and recreation, water
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For Public Works -Parks and Recreation employns, those *con•Io4, dQ

not seem to be present. The nuimber of thest "bluer collar" employees aee -- -- -

-to var-y with population regmrdlesl of the relative site of the central

gove arent.e

Thus, a general rule for *xpanding the number of public vorks-rellttd
employees from central city to SMS is to divide by the population ratio,

Since our analy'ssl is based or the urbanized Area unit, we wvuld divide

Ub the population ratio of central city to urbanized area (last colugw of

Table 15), This ratio for San Jose is 33,9 percent. Dividing the e87
Spn Jose "public works related" employees by 0.339 gives a quotient of

slightly more than 2,000 metropolitan area employees that might be uaed

in reentry operations,

County Government Employees

The city of San Jose is the county seat of Santa Clara County, Thus,

in addition to te city staff of municipal employees, there is a county

staff of comparable size, This staff war not assumed to be a usable re-

source in this analysis since the objective of the Phase I1 research was

to analyze the capability of city governments for civil defense rescue.

However, this delimitation could be shortsighted since most major

cities are county seats, Of the 212 largest U S cities, which are the

most likely targets in an attack on the nation's population, approximately

87 percent are county seats. Future organizational studies of CD systems
should revtew the possibilities of joint use of both city and county

sta:fs,

Inactive Reservists and Potential Reservists

The membership of the veterans, fraternal, a•nd service groups have

been designated in this analysis as the best soý ce of inactive resei•v-
iSts. Members of these group5 living :n San Jos, numbered 12,81i in 1964

A more realistic estimate night be 10,000 to adjust for the double counting

inherent in the statistics, This number is expanded to possibly •)Q000

persons *hen kncwn CD volunteers, construction werkers and Boy Scout Ex-

plorers are added.

The number of potential reservists over the entire San Jose urban-

ized area is, of course, much greater. A consezvative estimate of this

*See Page A-11 of Supplementary Report.
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total could be obtained by dividing the central city total of 20,000 by
the ratio of central city to urbanized area population (0.339 in Table 15).
This would give about 60,000 potential reservists--a highly conservative
figure since the number of citizen organization members per 10,000 popula-
tion is much larger in the small suburban communities than in the central
cities. Therefore, a procedure of merely expanding the central city organ-
ization membership in proportion to population gives a considerable under-
statement of the total membership over the urbanized area.

However, this conservative procedure is acceptable since the number of
metropolitan-wide citizen organization members thus calculated seems more
than sufficient relative -o the manpower requirements for citizen leader-
ship. A less acceptable statistic, already mentioned, is the distribution
of residential locations of citizen organization members studied--a dis-
tribution that does not agree with the population distribution. A brief
study of this phenomenon was made using OA 12, East San Jose, as a basis of
analysis. Figure 9 shows the results of this study. A significant number
of OUs have no reservists residing there while others have more than needed.

This problem seems solvable in San Jose by looking to organizations of
tradesmen, labor groups, minority groups, religious groups, and so on.
Some of these organizations have the national framework that is desirable.
The reader should recall that this national framework was to be used as a
communication line and a mechanism to develop coherence and stability in
the reservist program. For groups without a national organization, this
coordination, indoctrination, and maintenance function would fall as an
extra burden on the local CD officials.

Summary

This brief study of the organizational aspects of the General Rescue
System generally supports the conceptual design developed in the preceding
sections. The manpower availability within the San Jose metropolitan area
suggests a sufficiency of both municipal employees and potential reservists.

However, two major points were highlighted within the San Jose study.
Pirst, the existence and potential of county government employees within
the central cities have not been sufficiently appreciated nor analyzed.
Second, the problem of the shortage or absence of citizen organization
members in certain geographical areas becomes increasingly clear with con-
tinued analysis. Within San Jose, the operating areas of lower income fam-
ilies and minority groups may be difficult to represent through the member-
ship of national. citizen groups, unless a thorough search is made of the
worlds in which lower income and minority groups live. Such a search would
have to be more sociological than statistical, and is in fact being made by
research groups, not for CD purposes, but for purposes of betterment--war
on poverty , crime prevention, education.
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COMIUN?(TY MANR•UWER RESOURCES

A Supploment to Conceptual Design
of a Civi1 Defense Rescue System

By Lacy 0. Thomsa
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This wcrking paper reports on an enumeration of potential manpower

resources which could be used for Emergency Rescue Forces in 40 selected

cities. It is the initial subutudy in Phase II of Rescue Problem Analysis,

which is being performed by Stanford Research Institute for the Support

Systems Research Division, Office of Civil Defense,

Many individuals in the various organizations selected for enumeration

have freely volunteered their time to provide the data base for this

analyrsis. We are grateful for their willing assistance,

Lacy G Thomas was responsible for this subatudy, He was assisted5

by Shirley R, Reid who collected and tabulated the data. John L. Crain

is the Proje-ct Manager,
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COcWtjry° MA•K~rlR ftlZSOt•LR

Introduction

This investigation looks at probable comunity sourmes for the

people who would join together in time of national peril to provide

an organized reascue force. The locale is major cities (nore than

50,000 inhabitants), The rescue force envisioned would be capable

of performing the variety of life-saving tasks likely to be needed

in the aftermath of a nuclear attack. This study is part of a

continuing analysis (Phase II of Rescue Problems) which, In addition

to ivaluating manpo*er resources, estimates total work requlreent,

specifies needed rescue force, Provides a conceptual design of a

rescue system, and assesses the capability of this design under simu-

lated attacks,

This study builds upon a considerable foundation of rescue research

and the tasks associated with rescue. From this foundation it appears

that the task of rescue will be either minor or of overwhelming pro-

portions d6pending upon the proximity of the attack, Obviously, rescue

system design must wrestle with the over-wihelming rescue problem.

The indic¢ated need for rescue personnel in an area subjected to

blast damage and fire could be an appreciable part of the area's

residents. Most likely, rescuers would be doing rel2tively simple

life-saving tasks, They would require little training and have only

a minor, if any, identification *ith rescue in peacetime. But at the

sound of danger, the rescue force must begin to rise almost from

nothing and reach giant-like proportions before the time of need,

These are the probable realities of an emergency rescue force.

More will be said of the& in the background discussion,
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Oommiderably sore is known about the requiremnts for rescue than

6b0wt the coutity manper resourcos which night be used for rescue,

Ootequ*ntly, it ee$ d reaso•able to examine existing, potential comunity

m.uparwr sourc"s early in the study. The general system criteria from

evlo•us efforts prvide a guide to whxat kind of manpower and ho' much will

be 1qui•red. Also, it seem*d desirable to establish a resource data ba•k

so that rescue system design iterations could be acc••plished easily later

in the study and not be constrained by additional tine-constaming data

"ollct ion.

tie~ctive

TbLhs investIgatIoa exasilma comunity organisations which are co~momnly

found in cities of over 50,000 residents, with two objectivest (1) to se

if those organizations are feasible sources for emergency rescue force

manpower, and (2) to determine, roughly, how many persons they might pro-

vide in time of need.

Primarily, thir paper reports the collection, correlation, and presentation

of manpower resource data and rintrpretation of the findings. Data carce

froa pertinent census publications, tnitial progress reports for local CD

jurisoictions, and selected organizations. All US. cities (326 cities,

selected urban towns and towrnhips) with 50000 or more in•abitants within

the corporate limits are reviewed. This dt'sion was selected because such

cities are the more likely targets, Also, census data for city employment

coovelniently starts with cities of this site,* A selection of 40 cities

io made on the basis of size and location for data correlation and evalu-

ation. At this time, data reduction for the remaining 286 major cities does

not appear to be justified,

" See Census Bureau GE No. 1, City Employment in 1965, February 1966.
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This examinat ion of smapower resourcee is related primarily to the ' -

r~qirmnt or esce srvie@ hic woldexist tandiately followitng

an attack and extending for a short time (3 or 4 hours) until the seevp

of fire ad/or the throat of distant fallout arrival drives the recers

out of the area. The problem of Re-entry Rescue, more directly related

to the existing OCD concept of Light and Heavy Duty Rescue, which would

occur after the fires and the fallout levels had subsided, would be of I

far less magnitude, A force capable of coping with Imediate Rescue

should have no difficulty in meet1ig Re-entry Rescue requirements,

Method of Investigation

The initial stop ;u this investigation developed criteria for

selecting ecunity organisations that are potential sources of rescue

manpower. Using these criteria, representative or-anisationa were

selected, Data were collected for the major U.S. cities utiliaita the

method beat suited to each particular org,%nization,. Correlation and I

initial evaluation of the resource data followed for 40 candidate cities

which w•re selected as being representative of city size and OCD region.

Results of the evaluation are shown in graphs (Figures 3 through 5), and

conclusions are reported under the heoading Findings. Final evaluation

of the community manpower resources must necessarily wait until the

rescue system requirements have b**n more clearly defined in the course

of this study.

Background

The initial analysis (Phase I) for this series of rescue studies begQn

in 1964 when SRI define-d for OCD the character and magnitude of the rescue

problem in terms of general life-saving tasks. That analysis also estab-

lishe general guidelines for rescue orgsnizstior.s that would be capable
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of oop4ag vtth these taske. The results wert pibliahed in a working paper

ftich provtdes a oOa point of view for those working in this area and

highlights the *ore pr•Oitable &roam for further research. A significant

coolusion oa this effort was that it is i•feasible for a city to mAintain,

d4Aring peoaetim, a standinRg rescue force capable of handling the nuclear

attack rescue pobleia. It recogaize-d that, at best, a city could maintain

a mall, hard-core rescue force and count on atr*egthenirg it from the

surviving populace to attempt what might be an overwhelmaing task after

•tulear attack,

The second r-eacu. study, Phase 1b, clarified the task of rescue from

debris by prmviding (1) revised estimates of the trapping function, i.e.,

%th amber of pereon trapped in debris under given conditions; (2) a re-

evaluation of the rescue tine constraints imposed by fire and fire spre0;

(3) a determnatiton of the feasibility of detection equipments for locating

people buried under debris; and (4) a set of criteria to guide the evolution

of the rescue systes,

Phase Ib also shoved the credibility of a cadre-based, crisis-escalated
2

concept for the acquisition of a caunity life-saving capability. It
S

suggested that one person in every one hundred should be assigned to rescue

forces to provide a force adequate for the release of those trapped in

debris, and that a broad apectrus of "people-saving" activities following

attack would require a force several times greater than that for merely re-

leasing trapped victims.

1, J. L. Cramn and Charles D, Bigelow, Civil Defense Rescue Requirewents
Follo•i• a Nuclear Attack, CED-PS-44-55, NMRDL, WorXinrg paper, Stanford
Research Institute, SRI Project No. IMU-4727, February 19-6.

2. L. G, Thomas, et &l., Phase Ib Analytical Report, Supplemental Analysis,
Civil Defense Rescue, N'RDL, Stanford Research Institute, SRI Project
4727, August 1965,

u A total force of approximately 1,000,000 rescue workers for people li'ing
within SMSA's (96,000,000 persons).

4



S ---Concurrent with-•Phase--b research; the conceptual criretsi for a 11
natonal system of rescue (from debris) was required by OCD Plan. and

Operations for the ImDergency Operatinag System Developient (ZOSD), Phase I.I

From this analysis it became clear that the central problem in org•nizing

an enrgency force, in peacetime, would be the lacl< of identification

with any ongoing community or municipal function, Rescue forces could be

acquired in each co~unity during peacetime, but they would be difficult

to sustain over a long period of time without experiencing the inherent

decay that ccwqes from ina:tivity, Phase I of EOSD also provided an

extensive assessment by computer of the probable time constraints impoSed

by blast and fire effects,

9
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i ~ ~Rescue Systew Design A•ssumptions ..

An understanding 2~f design crtterik for the rescue system 13 basic

S~to an appr1•ciatioi ol' tle need for this examination of community
+•m ~~organizations. The ays-L r n d es•ig•n c riZter ia are briefly described as

fol)loVE:

Retcue Foo,--e Reiquir-,-.ent-

B~ccuse of t.he ahort- ti~me t, w'hich a re3cue force carn op41erats, the

planning, expansion ýiase, a,L(I moCSt--If nýot all--cf the for'ce must b

provided prior to the attack, so that the surviving rescuers can move

quickly into action after the attack. The overriding constraint on

Savlng lives following• atta,- )-III mo~st likely be time. Extensive

fiý-es will aceompaný' lov}al attkcks and soon destroy survivors "ýfo

cannot evacruate the rpscue area. A surface burst xill produce prompt

dovmv•ind fallout, (Fallout from dý-°n upwind surface bursts w•ould

arrive much later depending Up-On srla.' speed,.)

The concept of rescue emerging froo this analysis postul-te3

large force of relatively untrained people hetping the survivors in

,K;

accordance v.17h an overall rescue plan, art uu]rEC direction. This

as•istance couldl be in many' for-ms, such '.is directing those fleeing the
fircs in the area to places of refuge, carrying the nonambuistory

injlured, icleasing; those trapped in debris, helping fight fire•n, removing

obstacles that im~pede vehicies, providing expe-dient shel,cr, repairi-g
eXAStung shtaneri, of desiCOgn•il',j medical sftpplies.

The a r.iatuo of the rescue forthe concept seems co d!ctate geyeral

pub:lic partilcipation b,, . ciose •ihave'rage adult pfn)Slcal carakilities.

Altho-ugh sduilc r-en Arould ligtl-ý prer,-'A~inate, ,;oung men could render
oarlgaible sertice and scmen are suited t ar bran i of the tasks,

Rescue o�rce Size

Bec mause adults ýouio výlunteer fofr the emestenhtwi rescue force re

planninga crsli buidup'? If all abse-boeiod adults tere fce mus.at bd

qui enklyint ton aofunteer the aa scue fovce constapproach one-haif

T a mu later d ,ep tkeding Papnr ,in se 1 Ced.) Defen escue--

The cocRepctfr e •,sc•u mging reseao h Institute SRI alip ubect
Sacordance -with aUn 1ovr 5l Sce Chapler IV.



of a city's population. At the other extreme are the city's fi: police,

and public works amployes s (generally around 0.Q of the total population)

*ho would not have to volunteer to become involved in rescue, simply S

,aecause they could provide an organized response to city leadership.

People .6uld certainly becoe increasingly receptive to the idea

of volunteering to participate oL a rescue force as the crisis builds--

if they know of the danger, With proper motlvatlon, audio-visual

instructions, and training during this period, the bulk of the force

could be activated and trained to do rescue. Hopefully, somewhere

between 10 and 20 of the adults (5 to 10 of the population) would

coae forward to serve during the emergncy. A rescue force of 10 of

a city's residents requires roughly one adult in every 5. Likely

ratios might be every third man and every tenth woan.

Maintaining Readiness
4

The central difficulty in organizing and maintaining a capability

for postnuclear attack rescue is the lack of any related activity during

peacetime. The principal problem is to find a way to maintain a rescue

capability over a lonL period of time without the inherent docay that

comes from inactivity.

Past analysis describes the deterioration of a force which stands

and %&its for a task which miy never come; as a countermeasure it urges

identification of the torce with peacetime disaster. Unfortunately, for

maintaining readiness, peacetime or natural disasters are inadequate

to maintain even a small part of the emergency rescue force in most

communities. Natural disasters of enough magnitude to involve more

thmn the city' s public safety departments are generally infrequent.

5t*eeF. 1953 and 1964 a majority of the states (28) experienced less

than 2 major disasters (total 49) vhich qualified for Federal assistance

through Public Law 875. It appears unlikely that an emergency rescue

sstem could be kept viable in peacetime unless tne memlers are paid.

See Page 43, Phase lb Analytical Report, :upplemental Analysis-Civil
Dfense Rescue, op,cit.

Taken from the surmarv of declared major disasters, 1953-1964, prpsented
In The Asscla'ed General Contractors of America booklet describing
PLAN BLELDOZER, A Program for Disaster Relief in Your Community.

7



Syatem Mouiaition by Crisi R&scalatioa

It ould seeq reasonable to secure rescuers in response to the

buildup of international tensions, As the threat to the nation in-
creasd, citizens could be readily motivated to seek instruction and

in an attempt to overcome the lack of time. Crisis acquisition appears

feasible as long as the escalation to the emergency force can be

accomplished in a controlled manner from a small peacetime cadre of

tr•ined personnel.

Rescue Force Components

Paid Cadre. Crisis escalation is a reasonable approach to system

acquisition only it the resulting rescue force can function in a

reliable manner. The force must respond to direction and be capable of

performing the life-saving activities desired of it. The surest %ay to

obtain this is to base the force upon a cadre of trained personnel and

eacalate no faster thin this cadre can indoctrinate/train new members.

Escalation Lequxrements and the lack of sufficient peacetime motivation

in rescue activities suggest the creation of a cadre whose members can

be directed and nied to accuire the necessary rescue skills and to

learn about thc ,*Aty's plrls f -,r rescu-,

Inact .viw Rcsoryx . Ta - xpa.sio. o tho paid -adrc to tn: 0, t i , ,.

force--going rapidly from less than 1% of the total population to around

1A, with the majority of persons with no previous background in rescue--

would likely introduce a serious element of risk into an already chaotic

situation. It io more probable that escalation would become a mass

influx of cria's volunteers rather than controlled buildup, Ideally,

escalation to an emergency force should proceed no faster than the

capacity iur assimilation. Volunteers from the general public are

necessary, but they should coie last after the introduction of pre-

indoctrinated and, hopefully, trained personnel,

It is feasible to indoctrinate members of certain organizations

with the rudiments of rescue in peacetime. (For the past 10 years, the

American Legion, vith little encouragement, has had participation by

approximately 200 posts in a Light Duty Rescue Program.) 'A large reserve
(3 to 6 times the paid cadre) vIth relatively little training Aould be

S. .. ..



of- significant aislitance if they c(ould be activated early in the crisis

to assist with escalation. The overall effectiveness of the emergency

force would probably be more closely related to the size and capability

of this peacetime reserve component than any other factor. They would

be the non-coma--the sergeants and the corporals--of the emer-gency

force and lead the rescue teams.

What community sources exist for providing an Inactive Reserve?

Probably the beat' trained and most readily available would be the

volunteer auxiliaries or stand-bys for the public protection departments

(CD Volunteers). These would substantially enlarge the cadre without

degrading capability to an appreciable extent. Conatruction workers,

as a group, have many of the skills deemed important to rescue. They

could be added early in the escalation, The bulk of the unpaid cadre

could come from organizations that had encouraged their members in Civil

Defense activities and assisted them with rescue indoctrination and

training prior to the crisis. Such organizations are found among the

public service, fraternal, and religious organizations which abound in

our society.

Crisia Volunteers. The third and last component group for the

emergency period rescue force would be the volunteers who are motivated

to action by the crisis confronttng the nation. They need only to be

w-illing, able to follo% Instructions, and of average pflysical stamina

and emotional stability. An individual's sex or age should not be a

barrier to service. Theae volunteers would be the large diluent, probably

contributing more than half of the total force.

Of course, it would be better if the Crisis Volunteers could be

inducted and trained prior to need, but the emergency force should be

able to absorb these people at any time up to and including actual

operations, If the populatlon *ere in public shelter, many of these

volunteers 4would likely be added then, With the people in home and

neighborhood expedLient shelters, many volunteers %ould probably be added

in the course of rescue activities ("Hey Bernie! How about giving us a

hand here?"). It is important to remember that without leadership and

control, the Crisis Volunteers cannot, in themselves, constitute a rescue

force.

1.



The coutraints ilpoalod upon reoscue by the attack avironaent muggest

that a r-e•sae forts based upon neighborhood sources has the clearest chance

for sucesu. Coaeque-atly, it is desired that source organizations for

the Mapowr required by each compone-nt be representative of population

distribution. This will be hard to achieve in practice and cannot be

atteaspted exoept at the comunity level. In this inveatigation it flu

ieceesary to disregard this aspect of local physical distribution and

select national organizations with large total membership knowing that

neighborhood distribution of the membership ias probably far from Ideal,

Resource Organization Selection Criteria

There are several fumdsLen*tal differences in the criteria for selection

of the resource organizations within each rescue force component. They

are doecribed briefly as follows.

Paid Cadre. The source organization f)r the Paid Cadre must provide

for insurance coverage for training and operations and permit on-the-job

training. It should be the traditional and legal source of rescue assistance

in natural disaster. It must have a predictable peacetime response to

the local Civil Defense organization.

Ilactive Reserve. Many different organizations would be needed to

provide manpower for an Inactive Reserve. There are aignificant advantages

to utilising those organizations whose membership is widely distributed

throughout the nation. Existing counication channels can be used for

indoctrination and for maintaining interest. These organizations frequently

have facilities which could be used for training and for equipment storage.

The esprit de corps of these group. would also help maintain peacetime

Interest In rescue.

Crisis Volunteers, The requirement for organizations to provide Crisis

Volunteers is far less a factor than for the other components. Crisis

Volunteers would ordinarily come into the rescue force only when the nation was

64



clearly in danger, Organiaations wbose members are d1strib4ted by

neighborhood and who are not already sources to the Paid Cadr* and

Inactive Reserve are desired. Probably most of this component will

"come in off the street.

Selection of Resource Orranisatio-n

Paid Cad"e. m, e most likely candidates for the paid cad"r role

appear to be the city's employees.

The fact that municipal personnel are In"rently key participanta

in many other CD molea does not nullify their value to rescue, since

direct life-saving tasks would g-enerally precede and preempt their other

postattack tasks. At the completion of the relatively short period for

rescue, cadre workers from the city's departments could return to their

functional roles and proceed with recovery activitis.

Selection of municipal employees for the pald cadre would facilitate

federal cost sharing of training expense, Insurance coverage of the

cadre oýuld be simplified, Training could be scheduled on-the-Job, if

required. The extensive knowledge of the city's physical characteristics

and facilities, which many city employees have, would be of distinct

benefit To rescue planning and operations. Since city employees have

traditionally served in disaster situations, it is believed that they

would provide a more predictable response than any other group,

A paid cadre involving about 0.5% to 0,7% of the city's population,

could probably be mustered from the city's departments. This estimate

ii approximately one-half of the total city employees.

Inactive Reserve. Resource organizations for this couponent could

show wide variation by city size and region, For this enumeration, nnly

organizations of reasonable nationwide scope and size were considered in

order to minimize the effort and time required to collect representative

data, The abundance of other organizations not included herein is

acknowledged, such as local or rcgional orgaAtiZationH, religious bodies,

craft unions, community school groups (PTA), and business and industrial

concerns. The following groups of organizations indicate the extensive

sources available for the Inactive Reserve.

i
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I Ctv, .A •oten Volunters, OCD guidace recomentds that each

10tl gonnMlt pnvtde four voluntn*rs for each regular policeman

and each regular firman and also two rescue personnel per 1,000
*

population, Although most cities are far short of thise goals,

CD Volunteers provide a tangible rescue manpower resource in many

cities.

[a. C•otrwtion I nfltry. Construttion vorkoers are considered

to have the skills wore nearly parallel to those required by rescue

than ary other occupational group. Construction workers are found in

roughly the same trades and numbers in each city. They can be approached

collectively through the local Union secretaries, or possibly through

individual contractors. The Associated General Contractors of America

(AOX) is actively involved in a nationwide disaster relief program

called "Plan Bulldozer" which, though oriented to heavy equipment,

could also be applicable to rescue.

3. War Veterans Oranigi tions. Five major veterans organizations

were selected for enumeration. They are:

The American Legion

The Veterans of Foreign Wars (VF%)

The Jewish War Veterans of the USA

Catholic War Veterans, Inc.

American war Veterans WW II and Korea (AmVets)

These organizations have a conbined membership of over four million,

with over 90% belonging to the Leglon or the VFW.[ Dual menoership is

coamon in these organizations but the extent is not known, It is

reasoned that the men who have served in past wars *ould be highly

totivated to participate in rescue. This is confirmed by the Legion's

peacetime interest in rescue. Since 1956, the American Legion by

agreement wIth GCD has fostered Light Daty Rescue Teams in its local

* posts. Many Legionnaires have been trained and some are well equipped

for natural disaster rescue,

Federal Civil Defense Guide, Part B, Chapter 3, Arpendix 2, May 1966,
page 16.

DA. G1ampaola , P.E,, Disaster Relief through PLAN BLLJDOZER, Conrstructor
Magazine, Volume XLVII, No. 3, Marcn 1965, page 17.

12
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4. Service Clubs. Many of the service clubs which exist in all

cities would encourage and indoctrinate their membera for rescue servioe

ahead of the time of need, thus provtdimg oh easily assimilated edditi•a

to the cadre. Mmabers in these clubs are individually committed to

individual and comunity service, Many are prcalient citizens and

could provide the example and leadership In promoting rescue force

training and participation. The five service clubs selected for

enumeration are:

Rotary

Liona

Optimist

Kiwanni

Junior Chamber of Cscinrce

Altogether they total about 1,700,000 (1964) nationally.

5. Fraternal Associations, The fraternal associations have

facilities that would be useful for traini•g, and great loyalty sad

enthuslam for projects sponsored by their lodges. Similar to service

club meIbers, fraternal association members would be influential in

attracting public support. The eight fraternal associations selected

for entmeration are:

Modern Wood•an of America

Knights of Pythias

MAsons

Knights of Columbus

Order of Elks

Order of Eagles

Maccabees

Order of Moose

Altogether they total about 6,30K,000 (1964) nationally.

6. Youth Organlations. The older youths (14 though 17 years old)

of the Boy Scout movement, the Explorers, would provide an excellent

adjunct to a rescue force, Some of the more successful Civil Defense

Rescue Units have been formed from the older Explorers (16 and 17 years old),

The national program of instruction for this group includcs rescue

techniques for natural disaster. In 1964, a total of 317,600 young men

A13!
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were eurollo4 in htplorer Posts, Other youth grouipsesuh as MA

aM Wya Cluas, Inc. alto ha•e potent al here, but wrt -not investi-

gated.

Crtisis Yoloteero. lack neighborhood or certainly each census

treat aWold be able to "field" a rescue force based upon a trained

camre plus reserves and using many neighborhood Crisis Volunteers,

Te oldier studirnts In the high schools woiuld provide a tangible

resource to neighborhood rescue groups since they sre distributed

according to neighborhood and can be readily trained at school

%Lriag the crisis. Many college students live at home and could

serve in neighborhood groups.

Data. Collection

Of the resources for the three components, the resource for the

"reerve is the mo-at difficult to quantify in each city, and it will

likely sbow the widest variation, Since many functions of the city

government are commo and reasonably constant, the cadre force site

should show a corresponding uniformity, Crisis volunteer sources

are the remaining adults and young adults. The quantity would vary

widely.

The statistical basis for the anakysis described in this paper is

the data from 40 maJor cities which were selected to give a uniform

distribution by size and OCD regions. The cities are listed on Table 1.

The OCD Regions are shown on Figure 1. Table 2 shown the 190 major

city population distribution by city size and OCD Region, Size classi-

fication follow Census Bureau examples,

Rescue data for the various organizations was obtained from published

Federal government sources and by corresponding with national and state

headquarters, No attempt was made to survey individual cities. The

specific data sources are listed in Appendix A.

See Figure E/ll, page 16, Census of Governments, 1962, Vol. III
Cccnpendi.um of Public Dmploy1ent, Bureau of the Census,

14
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Tabl, 2

MAJOR CITY POPULATION*

Classified According to Size and OCD Region

)(mber of I10 Percent of
CtPpationSize Cities population Total Cities

(000) (000)

1000 and over 5 1.,484 21.1

500 - 1,000 16 11,111 17.2

300 - 500 23 9,183 14.2

200 - 300 19 4,495 7.0
100 - 200 68 9,086 14.1

50 - 100 191 13,150 20.4

Totals 322 64,509 100.0

Number of 1960 Percent of
Cities by OCD Region Cities Population Total Cities

(000) (0o00)

Region I 68 15,673 24.3

Region I1 55 11,243 17.4

Region 11 37 5,426 8.4

Region IV 52 11,268 17.5

Region V 33 6,580 10.2

Region VI 22 3,824 5.9

Region VII 48 9,076 14.1
Region VIII 7 1,419 2.2

Totals 322 64,509 100,0

* There were 310 cities with more than 50,000 inhabitants living within
city limits in 1960. Twelve selected urban towns and townships having
50,000 inhabitants or more are also included.

Source: Bureau of Census, GE-No.l, City Employment in 1965, Table 3.
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aorid . ChsonIated , greobs l class Iýif t rdes irt byla knctt izeatae;a an y icon

tc-rensk asoclinaterdýýaen with ciysz adsCondbysi D Region, tor since theiI gnralcu fresn cofl tbe selected coccrilent group theraough ýoutrgaeizations
s ixn for 1%, o tad e cte e xdaminer ed have resourced Pacr altrscue force: n~

U equ~alo~ to~ 3t nly te popula ion eitlc' t the need rL 'genralp publc' volun
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ruscua, force sneential ejquajling 2 c~uf thle 1960 popu1latio.v1

Consideýrable multiple co:unting is inherent in reaching the totalsIsnowr on lable 3. Many pers-ns belong to tw)vo o r mo r,4eý1'- P. e org an i ,ae:o:Cn7,s

pIIe and were counted by each organization. An obvious duplicat ion exists

between the BSA Explorers and the high school students. The sijze of the

reccue force provided by each Oit2 iwould be strongly influenced by lo-cal1

a ct ion, If only the organizations examined in this review were used fcor

resource, the net force would be significantly less--perhaps as much as

-5~-teouseof multipleL counting of some and unavailability of uil iers.

It is assumed that loc-al -valuation of anticipated mobiliZaticn strength

would qdd additional rescurce organizatcii-. if re-julr:ed.
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The cities selected for erneration showed wide variation in the

*manpownr resource potential for each component, This is indicated in

the aaximum and ainimum limits for the force component totala in each

classification.

ligure 2 shows that tho naller cities in this sampling would have

less of k cadre and more of a reserve to call upon than the larger cities.

City employees decrease steadily, in ratio to population, from the large

to the sall city by almost one-thlrd, while the reserve increases, pro-

portionally, by almost three timeb, As a consequence, Crisis Volunteers

would be more numerous in the rescue force of the larger city,

The data base is Insufficient to justify any co._luslona on a

regional basis other than that the resource organizations are widel%

distributed thioughout the nation and that crisis volunteers could be

ecpec-ted to provide about half of the emergency rescue force in the

major cities,

From Figure ' it is apparent that cities of over 500,0O0 residents

provide more employees for the "variable functions ttrar.sportetion systemrs,

places of correction, health clinics, hospitals, public assistance, etc.)

than do cities of fewer residents, Fire control organizations appear to

be the most constant of the cit., organizations ;.th averagp valurs- vuich

vary frot 0.14% to 0,19i of the city's population.

The large proportional increase in the Inactive Reser'v eotn d, .v.ýsing

city size results primarily irom the fraternal assclarlora. As shos-r

on Figure 4, CD vcluniter arv c,.r 5s;ierably less than the CCD dc-Lired

ratio of approxitmatel) 1.6%c tor each city- Construction Aorizerc ar.- fais'l;

constant at around 2-,. The .ratrrrr& aass>ciations have a ratio of members

to total popul.ation fc,'a tcmes latie (Sf vs 27) in tne cities of less

than l00,000 than lIt the cities oter Ir 000. Seivice clubs,

veterans ofgalzar.ion•s and B-SA ExplcrerF also sollco the fraternai aa•socintlon,

trends. The data for Explcrers is misleading for cities in the 11f0.01:Y

to 200, 000 size and tor Region 7 because of ncre u:ul. hlgh affillazt-i:

of vourg men uirh Exploring in c-ne of tns ciuci--Salt Lase t'y

S- --|
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The considerable variation In the ratio o- c ollege stude•nts shown

--- ... .~- on Figure 5 is a reflection of the sall sample rather than the potential V -

resource. 1-he available high school students (11th and 12th grades) are

reasonably constant through*ut the land. The total high school remource

3hovn in the two smaller city classifications and in Regions 3, 6. and

8 is less because of the red'ced requitzement for Crisis Vol"nteers in

six cities (Charleston, Oreat Falls, Son Jose, Palo Alto, Tacoma, and

Lincoln) within these categories.

i
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Significant findirng fr-a this investigation of organizations In

selected cities are as follows:

1, The organizations examined in this review appear to have the

potential manpower for an emergency rescue force, Tventy percent of

the city's population is postulated as the gross potential resource

for the rescue force. Dupliate counting of ace and unavailsbility

of others would decrease this total to v net considerably halow this

nuaber--to 10% or perhaps less, The municipal employees could probably

provide an escalation base equal to 0.5% to 1% of the population.

Various coamunity groups could provide approximately half of the force--

less in the larger cities and more In the smaller cities. Students

and other crisis volunteers would furnish the remainder of the force

in inverse proportion to the reserve component.

2. The service/fraternal organizations selected as manpower

sources for the Inactive Reserve are significantly stronger, pro-

portionately, in cities from 50,000 to 20-0,000 people. Some of these

cities could, apparentlý, build a rescue force without depending on

Crisis Volunteers.

3. The larger cities would need more or different organizations in

addition to those enumerated herein to supply manpower for the Insc•ive

Reserve.

4. The municipal employees in each city are the logical choice

for the peacetime component of the Emergency Rescue Force--the Paid

Cadre. This cadre would direct the functional activities of life-saving

during the critical period folinaing the attack. At a later period,

the more highly skilled of this group would engage in rescue from

debris, if required.

Further Investigation

A more reasonable organizational basis for the Inactive Reserve

component of the Energency Rescue Force is needed in the larger cities,

Within the organizations exarined, there is a distinct decrease in the

degree of participation in service/fraternal activities in cities with

more than 500,000 residents. Most of the membership of these organizations

is probably Caucasian, The patterns of social organization for the

26



- large minorlty populatIons in the big cities need to be exained to

identify reserve menber-parent organizations,

Lack of uniform distribution of the rescue force throughout a

community in also recognized as a more acute problem in the larger

cities, People with the leisure and moans to participato in service

clubfraternal order activities are more likely to live in the more

affluent neighborhoods, whereas the less prosper•ua areas might have

little more than Crisis Volunteers for their rescue force,

The simulated rescue system test with Five City damage analysis

data, which is planned later in this study, will provide soce insight

Into the reserve capabililies of San Jose. Similar analysis of Detroit

and Nev Orleans (two more of the Five Cities) would show, generally,

there the potential reservists live, This data will provide the baasis

for a more realistic appraisal of the Inactive Reserve capabilities

of the big cities.

2I
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Appendix A

EMERGENCY RESCUE FORCE COMPONENT RESOURCE DATA

This appendix consists of the Emergency Rescue Force manpower resou:ýce

data which was compiled during March, April and May of 1966 for 40 cities

with more than 50,000 inhabitants. The cities were selected to give a

cross-section of manpower resource potential existing within cities of

various sizes and from each OCD region.

Three separate data tabulations are provided for each rescue force

component. Tables A-1 through A-3 list the number of persons in each city

within each component group.

In Tables A-4 through A-6, the component group totals for each city

are converted to number per 10,000 inhabitants and the cities are classified

in six divisions: 50,000 to 99,999; 100,000 to 199,999; 200,000 to 299,999;

300,000 to 499,999; 500,000 to 999,999; and 1,000,000 or more. The aritlhetic

mean of each group is provided as a basis for comparing the size divisions.

Tables A-7 through A-9 rearrange the cities by OCD regions, 1 through 8,

and provide mean values for each component group.

Data CGllection

The data source for each component group is described as follows.

Paid Cadre (Municipal Employees)

Source: City Employment in 1965, U.S. Department of Commerce,

Bureau of the Census, GE-No. 1, February 1966, pp. 5-14.

The city employees listed under the education function were omitted

from the total of city employees in the summary graphs for the 40 selected

cities, since there were only one or two cities in each population group

that included education employees. Thus, an average for this function

would be meaningless.

A-I



InAsctive Reserve

CD Volunteers. Source: Individual Program Papers (OCD Form 74MA)

subm±tted to OCD during the last half of 1965.

The figures for the CD fireman volunters, CD pclice volunteers, sud

CD rnscue personnel wore totalled for each city and then averaged for the

city group,

Con•truction Workers. Source: City and County Data Book, U.S.[epartment of Commerce, 1962, Table 6 , pp. 476-575.

Veterans Organizationrs

The following veterans organizations were contacted:

American Legion

American Veterans WW II and Korea (AmVets)

Veterans of Foreign Wars (VW)

Catholic War Veterans, Inc.

Jewish War Veterans of USA

Complete figures for all cities over 50,000 were received from

the AmVets and \TW. The American Legion forwarded subscription totals

for the American Legion Magazine, which is sent to all Legion members,

and included the number of subscribers in each city. Catbolic and

Jewish veteran memberships were obtained only on a regional basis.

Since both of these are relatively small (each was less than 50,000

in 1965), they were omitted from the totals,

Service Clubs. Source: Encyclopedia of Associations, 4th Edition,

Volume I1 National Organizations of the United Strtes, Gale Research

Company, Book Tower, Detroit 26, Michigan, 1964.

The service clubs bhave a membership which is already involved in civic

affairs as a prin~ary function and might provide organized leadership for

] A-2



developlrg interest in Civil Defense rescue work training groupa as well

as service during an emergency period, The fivy service clubs wit1h the

highest national aembership were selected for enaeration. They sre as

follc-s:

Liono International 000,uOJ

Rotary International 52M6,5%

Kiwanis International 262,000

Junior Chamber of Co-merce 2330,000

Optimist Internaticnal . I00
National tozal 1,893,500 4

The diatr~butior of service club memsbrs was obtained from local and

national offices of the respective urgtnizationh. We agreed that individual

service club membership tctals t.i UCkch city would not be released.

Fraternal Associatton. Source: Xnclyclopedia of Associsations, 4th

Edition, Volure I, National Organizations of the UAited Stater, Gale

Research CoYpenv, Book Tower, Detroit 26, Michigan, 1964.

The nine fraternal associations with the highest national .nb>rship

were selected for enumeration, One major association did no- respond. The 4

organizations wtich provided data are as follows:

Order of Elks 1,294,000
Knights of Columbus 1,143,809
Order of Moose 1,020,429
BaoniC Lodges 993,786

Order of Eagles 825,000
Modern Woodmen of America 460,000

Maccabees 263 841
Knights of Pythias 250,000

National total 6,250,865

A-3



47 .The lstrihutlon of th6 irwternal association membership was obta-.osed

fry. the naticnal headquarcers fcr each aissciation except for the Rasons

and the Knightw of Pythias, To: these two orders, it "as necessary to

contact the Grand Lodges In each state. The form letter used in Contact-

ig the Grand Lodges is included as Exhibit 1. Individual city totals of

each finrternal association aie also private data and consequently are not

shown separately, Knights of Pythias membership distribution was received

from 35 of the 46 eligible states. (All cities in Alaska, Idaho, North

Dkota, and Wyoming had less than 50,000 inhabitants in 1960.) Masunic

membership data were received from 29 Grand Lodge secretaries. Lack of

inforaation is indicated by a blank space.

BSA Explorers. Source: 55th Annual Report to Congress of Boy Scouts

of America, 1964, 89th Congress, ist Session, House Do-cument No. 116.

The figures for membership in this organization for the larger cities

may be a little low .ecause in some cases the total listed tnder the name

of a suburban city may actually b1 the total for a metropolitan area. For

instance, the Oakland total in the report tocludes Sau Francisco and

several other comunities which make -p the Bay Area Boy Scout District.

Crisis Volunteers

In this analysis, the Cýrisis Volunteers ire considered to come from

three sources: 11th and 12th grade male high school students, male college

students, and .ithers (general public). Student sources are described as

follows :

High School Students, Sources: Citv and County Data Book (cf. above).

Fall 1965 Statistics of Pablic Schools, Office of Health, Education,

and Welfare, O.E. 20007-65, Table 5, p. 15; also Table 10, p. 22.

ProJe-ctions of Educational Statistics to 1974-75, 1965 Edition, U.S.

Department of Education, O.E. 10030-65, Table 2. p. 5.
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From the ab-ove references, it was found that the proportion of high

school students in the l1th and 12th grades was 45%; that there had

been a 31% increase in high school students from 190 to W.66; and
that the rale students were very nearly half of all high school stud4ets. '-
Therefore, the total numbers of male students in the i1th and 12th

grades for 1966 for each city were found according to the following

relationship:

0.45 x 1.31 x 0.5 a 0,295

- 0.3

1960 Census total x 0.3 = number of male students In
1lth and 12th grades in 1966.

College Students. Sources: Opening Fllu Enrollmeint in Higher Educa-

tion, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 0.E. 54003-65,

Circular No. 796, U.S, Government Printing Office, Washington, 1966.

1964-65 Education Directory, Part 3, higher Education, U.S. Department

of Health, Education and Welfare, OE. 50000-65, U.S. Government

Printning Office, Washington, 1965.

The total of college students in each city was found by listing all

institutions of higher education 4n that city as shown in the 1965 Education

Directory and then finding the total number of male students in Opening Fall

Enrollment in Higher Education. It was decided not to use 1960 Census

figures since they r.:present where the college student slept when the Census

was taken, rather than where he attended college. For rescue training

purposes and organization, it seemed more logical to locate them by school.

A-5



STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE
MINLO PARK, CALIFORNIA

March 30, 196

I EXHIBIT 1

Staniord Resarch Institute is gathering information on m.npownr re-
mources that would be available to large cities (50,000 inhabitanta
or wr") during the emergency period following a major natural dis-
aster or the unlikely occurrence of a nuclear attack, We believe that
many of the son of your organization are well suited, if they should
so choose, to be of service to their coamunity during such an emergency

by assisting in general life-saving activities such as first aid, re-
leasing persona trapped in debris, or directing people away from areas

of known danger. If you think that it is likely your members would
participate in such activities, upon the request of the local Civil
Defense Director, then I would like to know, roughly, the total male
membership of your organization in each city listed below.

The information you choose to prnvlde will be held in strictest confi-
dence Individual organization totals will not appear in any resulting
docLumntation; only the totals for similar groups, i.e. , service organ-
izations, will be given for each city.

This data would be most useful if it were returned prior to April 15th.
To simplify your task, I suggest that you write your totals opposite
the cities shown on this letter and mail it back to me. If you have
any questions, please call me collect at (415) 326-6200, extension 3397.

We shall be grateful for your assistance.

Very truly youys2
*/xQ•W -,

L. G. Thomas, Operations Analyst
Logistic Systems Research

Cities:
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-Table- A-6-

R-SOURCE DISTRIBUTION BY CITY SIZE

CRISIS VOLUNTEERS

* NMUER PER 10,000 POFULATION

High School
Students College General

City and State (11th & 12th) Students Public Total

1,000,000 or More

New York City, N.Y. 150.0 216.7 774,2 1,140.4
Chicago, Ill. 138.0 189.1 1,073.4 1,400.4
Los Angeles, Calif. 154.2 363.4 894.5 1,412.2
Philadelphia, Penn. 154.5 295.5 858.7 1,308.7
Detroit, Mich, 163.0 163.8 915.7 1,242,6

mean 151.9 245.7 903.3 1,300.9

500,000 to 999,999

Baltimore, Md. 140.8 268.7 763.3 1,192.8
St. Louis, Mo. 120.9 352.0 638.9 1,111.8
Milwaukee, Wis. 141.0 329.1 575.5 1,045.0
Boston, Mass. 143.4 1,119.3 15.3 1,278.6
New Orleans, La. 140.6 208.4 890.8 1,239.8

San Diego, Calif. 152.0 393.5 711,4 1,256.9
Houston, Texas 137.2 218.2 991,7 1,347.3

Mean 139.4 412.7 658,2 1,210.3

300,000 to 499,999

Denver, Colo. 142.5 128.8 878,1 1,149.4
Atlanta, Georgia 155.8 383.6 468,5 1,008.0
Newark, .N.J. 142.7 221.3 669,4 1,053.5
Portland, Oregon 162.1 284.7 100'5 547.4
Oakland, Calif. 143.9 130.7 8600,7 1,135.4
Oklahoma City, Okla. 150.0 66.7 1,040.4 1,256.1
TDledo, Ohio 147.3 231.1 688,5 1,066,1

Mean 149.2 206.7 675,2 1,030.8

200,000 to 299,999

Miami, Fla. 127.4 614.6 237.3 979.3
Tulsa, Okla. 158.4 172.7 931.0 1,261,4
Richmond, Virginia 129.6 433.7 14.7 578.1
Des Moines, Iowa 142.3 256.6 600,4 999.3
Providence, RI, 145.4 552.2 221.0 918.7
San Jose, Calif. 149,9 728.0 -- 879.9
Albuquerque, N.M. 175,0 411.9 3.0 589.8

Mean 146,9 452.8 286.7 886.4
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Table A-6 (Continued)

High School ½-
Students College General

City and State (11th & 12th) Students Public Total

lO0D000 to 199,999

Salt Lake City, Utah 174.5 634,6 31.7 84'.0
Spokane, Wash. 172.1 134,6 258.1 564.8St. Petersburg, Fla. 119.3 300.3 536.2 955.8Fort Wavnc, Ind. 151.1 168.3 6.34,9 954.3
Lincoln, Neb. --...
Allentown, Penn. 135.6 111.5 709.2 956.3
Tacoa, Wash. 166.7 80.4 -- 247.2

Mean 131.3 204.3 310.0 645.6

50,000 to 99,999
New Britain, Conn, 153.3 417.4 396,0 966,7
Pontiac, Mich, 137.9 -- 301.s 439.6Charleston, S.C. -- -- -...Independence, Mo. 146.9 540.6 348.7 1,036.2
Great Falls, Mont, 149.9 82.7 -- 232.7
Fort Smith, Ark. -- -- _-
Palo Alto, Calif. 189.5 286.0 -- 475.5

Mean 111.1 189.6 149.5 450.2
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Table A-9

F RIfOVRCZ DISThIBsTION BY OCD REGION

CRISIS VOLUNTEERS

NUMBER PER 10,000 POPULATION

r hie School

6tudents College General
City and State (llh & 12th) Students Public Total

Rejion 1

New York City, N.Y. 150.0 216,7 774,2 1,140.4
Boston, Maes. 143.4 1,119,3 15.8 1,278.6
Newark, N.J. 142.7 221.3 689.4 1i053.5
Providence, R.I. 145.5 552.2 221.0 918.7

New Britain, Conn. 153.3 417.4 396.0 966.7

Mean 147.0 505.4 419.3 1,071.6

Region 2

Philadelphia, Penn. 154.5 295,5 858.7 1,308.7
Baltimore, Nd. 140.8 268.7 78-3,3 1,192.8
Toledo, Ohio 147.3 231.1 688.5 1,066.1
Richmond, Virginia 129.6 433.7 14.7 578,1
Allentown, Penn. 135.6 111.5 709,2 956.3

Mean 141.6 268.1 610.9 1,020,4

Region 3

Atlanta, Georgia 155.8 383,6 468.5 1,007.9
Miami, Fla. 127.4 624.6 237.3 979.3
ST. Petersburg, Fla. 119.3 300,3 536.2 955.8
Charleston, SC. -- -- -- --

Mean 100.6 324.6 310.5 735.7

Region 4

Chicago, 111. 138.0 189.1 1,073,4 1,400.4
Detroit, Mich. 163.0 163.8 915.7 1,242.6
Milwaukee, Wis, 141.0 329.1 575.5 1,045.0
Fort Wayne, Ind. 151,1 168.3 634.9 954,3
Pontiac, Mich. 137,9 -- 301.8 439.6

Mean 146.2 170.1 700,3 1 ,06..4
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Table A-9 (Coatinued)

High School
Studonts College Genoral

City and State (l1th & 12th) Student. Public Total

Region 5

New Orleans, La, 140.6 208.4 8n0 8 1,239.8
Oklahoma City, Okla, 149.0 66.7 1,040,4 1,256.1
Tulsa, Okla. 158.4 172,7 931.0 1,261.4
Albuquer;ue, N,, 175,0 411.9 3,0 589.8
Houston, Tex, 137,3 218.2 991 .7 1,347,3
Fort Lomith, Ark. 188,0 206.2 181.1 575,4

Mean 158.1 214,0 673.0 1,045.0

Re.u .on 6

St. Louis, Mo, 120.9 352,0 638.9 1,111.8
Denver, Colo. 142,5 128.8 878.1 1,149.4
Des Moines, Iowa 142,3 256.6 600.4 i99.o
Lincoln, Neb, -- -- --.
Independence, Mo. 146,9 540,6 348,7 1 ,036,2

Mean 111.7 255.6 493.2 860.5

Region 7

Los Angeles, Calif. 154.2 36.3,4 894,5 1,412.2
San Diego, Calif. 153.2 393,5 711.4 1,256.9
Oakland, Calif. 143.9 130.7 860.7 1,135.4
San Jose, Calif. 149.9 728.0 -- 877.9
Salt Lake City, Utab 174.5 634.6 31,7 841.0Palo Alto, Calif. 189.5 286.0 -- 475.5

Wean 160.9 422.7 416.4 999.8

Regi on 8
Tac-ma , Wash, 166.8 90.4 -- 247.2
Portland, Ore. 162.1 284.7 100,5 547.4
Spokane, Wash. 172.1 134.6 258.1 564.8
Great Falls, Mont. -- -- --.

Mean 125.2 124.9 89.7 339.8
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